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Executive Summary
This report was commissioned in view of the deepening political polarization, rising populism,
growing Euroscepticism and anti-Western movements as well as concerns over fake news,
disinformation and propaganda in the media in the countries where the research was carried out.
This study focuses on the experiences of the media practitioners in Georgia and three of the four
Visegrad countries—Poland, Czech Republic and Slovak—when reporting on EU-related issues. The
more specific aim of this study was to provide insight into the different approaches that Georgian
media professionals employ and the choices they make, when reporting on EU-related topics. The
research results from the media of Slovak and Czech Republic and Poland provide a picture of how
journalists work elsewhere as well as the potential best practices from the journalists of these
countries. An important factor for the selection of the media from EU member countries in Eastern
and Central Europe was their experience working under authoritarian regimes, in the times of
transition and in the process of joining the EU in early 2000s. Today too, when many countries in
Eastern and Central Europe are facing problems stemming from a political and ideological crisis and
unpredictability, it has become necessary to explore how the (quality/mainstream) news media are
handling these complexities when informing their audiences. The experience of the media in EU
member countries could serve as a good example for the Georgian media now, during the country’s
slow approximation to the EU and the plethora of internal problems, particularly the growth of rightwing discourses fed and fueled by Russian propaganda. Amidst these challenges, the question
arises as to how journalists in Georgia, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland are helping their
audiences learn about the EU.
This report is based on a survey of 94 representatives from media outlets in four countries, including
news editors as well as journalists and producers—out of the group, 19 were also interviewed. Fortyfive of the respondents identified as editors, 8 said they work as news producers and 41 said they
work as journalists. Since Georgia is the main focus of this report, the largest pool of respondents
(59 from various media outlets) came from there. The research found that despite the differences
created by the various conditions in which the journalists work, they share many aspects about how
they approach reporting on EU-related topics.

These are a few key findings of the study:




Georgian media, like media outlets in the three Visegrad countries, follow EU developments
and its related themes and debates. There is a difference in the diversity of the topics covered
by Georgia and the V4 countries, however. Slovak, Polish and Czech media outlets are more
interested in the EU and various stories related to the EU’s internal matters than the Georgian
media. That being said, reporting on the EU is one of the editorial policies of most media
outlets in all four countries, according to the interview results.
In terms of specific thematic content and how the media in the four countries prioritize it, the
approach is similar in all four countries. The most frequently addressed EU-related themes
are the ones that are linked with issues in their home country. (e.g. in Georgia, that is GeorgiaEU economic relations).
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The frequency with which the media report on these topics differs between the Georgian
media and the media in the three EU countries. In Georgia, media outlets report on most
frequently addressed topics several times a month, while media in Slovak and Czech
Republics and Poland cover these topics on a daily basis.
While all media outlets in the study are found to report on the EU regularly, the study revealed
that media outlets based outside of the capital cities in Georgia and the in the capitals in the
Visegrad group countries report less about EU-related topics. For example, the respondents
indicated that Georgian regional media outlets report less on the EU, as do regional media
outlets in Poland and Slovakia, irrespective of the fact that Visegrad countries are part of the
European Union. Considering that regional development is one of the issues falling into the
EU agenda, the lack of media coverage of EU related topics will have an implication for local
politics - the inhabitants of EU member states from CEE are less informed about what the EU
is doing for them).
Concern about propaganda and disinformation is high and the media representatives in all
four countries admitted that these developments create a challenge for their work; almost all
of them mentioned they have frequent discussions with their colleagues concerning the
potential spread of disinformation, predominantly by Russian propaganda services.
Journalists in all four countries use all kinds of internet sources and social media platforms to
report on the EU, although with different levels of intensity.
In the case of all four countries, journalists appear to consider experts as their main source
for information on EU-related themes. But experts are not the most trusted sources for most
Georgian, Czech and Slovakian journalists. Instead, they said they trust EU institutions and
diplomats in the first place. For Polish media practitioners, experts are the most trusted
sources and the least trusted are national executive and legislative authorities. This might
have been connected with political situation in Poland when the ruling Law and Justice (PiS)
party tried to position itself by challenging the institutions of the European Union and EUrelated issues have become the subject of government propaganda, making state authorities’
official statements unreliable for journalists.
Media in all four countries said they faced certain challenges when reporting about the EU,
such as tight deadlines, a lack of financial or human resources and a lack of access to
sources of information. However, responses differ country by country in terms of which
challenge is the greatest. For example, the majority of the Georgian media representatives
and more than half of the Polish media representatives named the lack of human resources
as a challenge, noting that it made it difficult to provide more comprehensive reporting about
the EU and various topics related to it. Slovak media representatives said the lack of time
was a bigger issue. Only Czech respondents largely said they encountered no significant
obstacles when reporting about the EU, although the individual answers also mentioned such
problems as lack of human resources or time (the work with the topics connected with the
EU was sometimes evaluated as time-consuming, requiring certain knowledge, long-term
focus and good, reliable sources of information, preferably directly in Brussels). In addition,
Polish journalists mentioned politics and perceived political orientation of certain media
outlets as an obstacle to reporting on the EU. Peculiar to the Georgian regional media
operating in areas with ethnic minority populations was that there is a low level of public
awareness about the EU and related topics; One of the reasons for this is that only a few
residents have a strong command of the Georgian language. They added that this challenge
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was aggravated by disinformation and anti-Western discourses reported by Russian media
outlets. Thus, the regional media carry the responsibility for informing and educating their
audiences while also tackling disinformation.
In all four countries, journalists expressed interest in learning more about the EU and about
disinformation. While they try to stay up to date on these matters, the majority said they
needed more context and details.

This report is part of the project “Experience-Sharing of V4 Countries to Promote Media
Professionalism in reporting Georgia’s European integration,” funded by the International Visegrad
Fund and implemented from October 2018 - August 2019. The project aims to promote more
informed discussions on topical issues such as EU integration and DCFTA implementation;
contribute to dispelling anti-EU myths and countering Russian propaganda; and promote media
expertise on Euro integration issues.
The project was implemented by an international consortium led by the Georgian Institute of Politics
(GIP) in partnership with GLOBSEC Policy Institute (Slovakia), Masaryk University (Czech Republic)
and the Institute of Public Affairs (Poland).

I. Introduction
The study aims to analyze the extent to which reporting on European Union integration and EU
policies are part of the editorial agenda at media outlets in Georgia, Poland, Czech Republic and
Slovakia (three countries in the Visegrád Four). This research aims to learn how the media outlets
approach EU-related themes, and how they respond to the challenges created by widespread antiEU propaganda and disinformation in their countries. Media are among the most effective channels
of information, and have the ability to influence public opinion and shape what people think about
different issues. The public depends on the media to receive information, which makes the media
important in their lives. Reporting by media influences the public’s attitudes towards certain events.
The media’s role in communicating on the EU is even more crucial today, a time when knowledge
and facts are challenged by fake news and anti-EU propaganda spread by Russia, as well as by
rising right-wing populism at home.
Georgia advanced in its relationship with the European Union by signing the Association Agreement
and the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA) in 2016 and the agreement for visa
free regime with the EU in 2017. The country has once again affirmed its commitment to follow the
European way, taking important steps towards the implementation of necessary reforms for
integration with the EU. Georgia’s Euro-integration process has provided powerful incentives for
positive internal changes in governance and democratization. However, given the prevalence of
Russian-language media in Georgia’s regions, local populations are increasingly targeted by
Kremlin propaganda, which aims to undermine European integration processes and the democratic
and governance reforms they entail.
The members of the Visegrad Group (V4) serve as a regional laboratory of successful transition and
transformation as well as civil society resilience building. Various reports suggests that information
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campaigns run by local groups, such as Polish, Czech and Slovak think tanks and foundations, prior
to accession to the EU helped decisively increase public support for EU membership goals. Now,
the V4 experience in combating anti-Western propaganda and populist disinformation discourses is
paramount for Georgia, where media frequently have to take steps against the challenges posed by
anti-Western discourses and disinformation
In this context, media coverage of various EU-related topics is crucial to ensure that the public is
informed and up-to-date on the topics and issues that concern them. Good reporting also provides
readers with a deeper understanding of the dynamics of the EU; the Union’s politics and those of its
member states; the differences and commonalities among the politics and policies; and the
economics and the population of the European Union.
The findings of this study aim to foster better understanding and a wider discussion about reporting
on the EU among media organizations involved in the production of EU-related content at the national
and local level in Georgia. The study also targets civil society and public institutions that primarily
focus on the EU. The results of the study of the media in Poland, Czech Republic and Slovakia will
be used to demonstrate the best practices and steps taken by these Eastern and Central Europe
countries, whose accession to the EU is an important example of the process.

In summary, the main questions asked in this research were:
1.
2.
3.

To what extent is reporting on EU-related themes (in Georgia & Visegrád Four countries)
part of the editorial agendas of the media outlets?
What challenges do media practitioners face when reporting on the EU? To what extent do
editors and journalists view disinformation and anti-EU propaganda as a challenge?
What are the similarities and differences (if any) among the journalists’ experiences when
reporting on the EU in Georgia, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland?
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II. Study Methodology
1. Data collection, analysis and preparation of the final report
The study was conducted with a focus on national and regional media outlets. The data collection
and analysis were carried out using several methodological tools, both qualitative and quantitative.
The quantitative approach was the survey aimed at learning how EU-related issues are selected and
covered by the journalists and editors at national and regional media outlets; and what sources the
journalists use to develop their story ideas. The qualitative approach employed in this study was
semi-structured interviews with the editors of the media outlets. The main aim of these interviews was
to explain and expand the survey findings. The study used a limited desk research methodology to
collect information for short introductions to the report. The study was designed by the lead
researcher in Georgia at GIP. The researchers from Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland
provided feedback and adapted parts of the questionnaire to their needs. The four researchers
carried out the study in their countries, and the data was used by the lead researcher to prepare the
final report.

1.1. Survey instrument
The survey was conducted with 94 media representatives from 92 different media outlets in Georgia,
Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland (59 respondents in Georgia, 12 in Poland, 10 in Czech
Republic and 13 people in Slovakia) who were editors, journalists and producers at the time of the
study. Altogether, 45 respondents identified themselves as editors and 8 said they work as news
producers. Twenty-nine editors and 8 producers were from Georgia, 7 editors and 5 journalists from
Poland, 5 editors and 5 journalists from Czech Republic and 4 editors and 9 journalists from Slovakia.
When recruiting respondents, they were given an option to remain anonymous
The sample in Georgia was based on the Georgian Institute of Politics’ database of media
representatives in Georgia. The sample was set up so that (1) each respondent should have at least
some experience reporting on the EU-related topics; (2) be inclusive of the regional media in such
a way as to respect the geographic balance, as well as (3) the diversity reflected the existing types
of media outlets (television, online media, radio, and print). While the same sampling approach was
used in the Czech Republic, the sampling used in Slovakia and Poland were largely based on the
first and third principles of the sampling criteria. For example, it turned out that smaller regional
media in Slovakia do not have foreign desks and rarely, if ever, report on foreign or European affairs.
When selecting media outlets for the study in Poland, the researcher found that regional media
outlets rarely report on EU-related topics, and normally only report on the EU very rarely, only when
the Union is discussing Polish issues. Therefore, in these two countries (Poland and Slovakia) the
representatives of national media outlets based in the capital were included as respondents. The
criteria of diversity of the platforms was also considered.
The same questionnaire was used in all four countries, although the questions were adjusted to make
them more relevant to the journalists being interviewed. The questionnaire contained 31 topicspecific questions divided into three main sets of questions:
1. The first set of questions concerned journalists’ news gathering procedures when
reporting about the EU, the specific sources they follow and speak with as well as their
use of the internet and social media.
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2. The second set of questions concerned the particular topics that news media address,
the priorities they assign to them, the frequency with which they report, the external and
internal challenges they face during reporting, if any, and how much also shape and
guide the editorial agendas of individual media outlets towards coverage of EU-related
topics.
3. The third set of questions concerned journalists’ awareness of disinformation and
propaganda; the measures and strategies they use to protect themselves and audiences
from the influence of propaganda and disinformation; the use of Russian sources,
including RT, Sputnik—and any other source produced in Russian even if its editorial
policy is not anti-Western. All these questions were asked in the context of reporting on
EU-related themes.
In all four countries, the survey was carried out using interviews, either face-to-face or by phone.
During the interviews, the researcher and interviewee had access to the same questionnaire file and
the researcher was filling in the responses. In the face-to-face interviews, the answers were also
visible to the respondent. The survey was carried out between December 2018 and February 2019
in all four countries.

1.2. Semi-Structured interviews
The interviews were conducted between December 2018 and February 2019. The interviewees were
recruited from the same sample as the surveyed media to reflect typical case sampling measure. As
a result, the following groups of people were interviewed: seven from Georgian media, four from
Czech media, four from Slovakia and four from Poland. The majority of the interviews were conducted
in person and five interviews took place remotely over the phone or Skype. Interviews lasted from 25
to 45 minutes on average.
Journalists in all four countries were asked the same questions. Since the questions for semistructured interviews were included to explain and elaborate on certain survey findings the questions
that the interviewees were asked largely related to the survey. Like the survey questionnaire, the
interview protocol was divided into three main sets of questions, which were similar to the questions
in the survey, seeking more explanation on matters that emerged after the survey results were
analyzed.
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III. Study Results by Country

Georgia
Media landscape in Georgia
Georgians mainly get their news from the television. In the 2019 public opinion poll conducted by
the National Democratic Institute (NDI) and Caucasus Research Resource Centers (CRRC), 72 % of
the respondents named television as their first sources of information.1 According to the same poll,
the internet and Facebook are the most popular sources of information for 21 % of surveyed
Georgians, and the second most used sources of news for 25 %.2 The poll also found that newspaper
readership is low: only one % said newspapers and magazines were their first sources of news and
five % said newspapers and magazines were their second source for news. The same survey
showed that only one % of the respondents listened to the radio, and the radio was their second
source of news.
There are several normative documents that govern the freedom of speech and expression in the
country, including the Constitution of Georgia (Article 17)3, the Law on Freedom of Speech and
Expression adopted in 2004 along with several others, among which are the Law on State Secrets,
the Law on Copyright and Adjacent Rights and the Tax Code.4 The Georgian Law on Broadcasting
determines the procedure for carrying broadcast channels and regulates the Public Broadcaster.
There is a high degree of political parallelism in Georgia media and the media system is sharply
polarized.56 Most national broadcasters are owned by businesses with strong political ties. The
Georgian Public Broadcaster Channel 1 (GPB) is publicly financed. The Law on Broadcasting
requires the Public Broadcaster to “ensure editorial independence, fairness and impartiality of
programs and freedom from governmental, political, religious or commercial influence,”7 The GPB
Channel 1 is frequently criticized for having close ties with government.8 Professional standards in
Georgian journalism have improved in the past several years. Niche reporting is scarce and, when
1

NDI: Public attitudes in Georgia, April 2019 accessed on June 20, 2019 at
https://caucasusbarometer.org/en/na2019ge/INFSOUF1/
2 NDI: Public attitudes in Georgia, April 2019 accessed on June 20, 2019 at
https://caucasusbarometer.org/en/na2019ge/INFSOUF2/
3 Constitution of Georgia, available online at https://matsne.gov.ge/en/document/view/30346?Publication=35
4 Media Landscapes, Expert Analysis of the State of Media, Georgia, Media legislation, Accessible at:
https://medialandscapes.org/country/georgia/policies/media-legislation
5 Mikashavidze, Maia. Copyright © European Journalism Centre (EJC) 2019. Georgia - Media Landscape, Last accessed
on 2 July, 2019, at: https://medialandscapes.org/country/pdf/georgia
6 US Department of State, 2019. State.gov Website Modernization
JUNE 3, 2019. Last accessed on 2 July, 2019, at:https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/289375.pdf
7 Law of Georgia on Broadcasting, available online at https://matsne.gov.ge/en/document/download/32866/39/en/pdf
8 Media Sustainability Index 2019, IREX, available online at https://www.irex.org/sites/default/files/pdf/mediasustainability-index-europe-eurasia-2019-georgia.pdf
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present, mostly covers business and health.9 The regional media are praised for having strong
ethical standards, but they do not reach large audiences. The challenges faced by the Georgian
media are augmented by the fact that about 15 % of the country’s non-ethnic Georgian population
depends on Russian media sources.10 This puts demand on the media, especially the Public
Broadcaster, to report on various developments in the country in a more comprehensive manner.
According to the National Statistics Office of Georgia11 as of 2018 there were some 175 newspapers
officially registered. There were up to 40 radio broadcasters in the country in 2016, most of which
broadcast from Tbilisi. An estimated 15 radio stations operate in the regions.12 Most radio channels
offer general programming, followed by niche and community-oriented content. There were 98 active
TV channels in 2018, according to the GNCC.

Russia’s anti-Western narrative and Georgian media
In the past few years, Georgia has seen an influx of Russia’s anti-Western propaganda through
Russian-supported media and non-governmental organizations.13 The 2017 monitoring study of 17
media outlets (TV, Radio and online, mainstream and non-mainstream) carried out by the Media
Development Foundation (MDF) 14 found that instead of direct, blatant Russian propaganda,
Georgian media outlets provide indirect anti-Western propaganda. The study detected as many as
1,967 anti-Western comments aimed primarily at subverting the country’s foreign policy orientation
and triggering a sense of “loss of identity” among the Georgian public. According to the report, antiEuropean Union messages have almost doubled (reaching some 13.4 %) compared to a similar
study conducted by MDF in 2016. The 2017 monitoring of the Georgian media revealed that the
Kremlin narrative in the Georgian discourse was aimed at (1) creating threats; (2) sowing distrust
towards partners and Western institutions; (3) ingraining the belief that Russia is the only international
player capable of fighting against these threats and that authoritative/Soviet-style governance is
necessary. Among the television stations studied in the study, TV Obieqtivi1516 broadcast the most
anti-Western propaganda.
Obieqtivi is frequently pointed at as the media that frequently broadcasts xenophobic and
homophobic narratives and Russian propaganda.17 In addition to the TV, Obieqtivi also broadcasts
via radio and the internet.
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Media Sustainability Index 2019, IREX, available online at https://www.irex.org/sites/default/files/pdf/mediasustainability-index-europe-eurasia-2018-georgia.pdf
10 Mikashavidze, Maia. Copyright © European Journalism Centre (EJC) 2019. Georgia - Media Landscape, Last
accessed on 2 July, 2019, at:https://medialandscapes.org/country/pdf/georgia
11 National Statistics Office of Georgia accessed on June 20, 2019 at
https://www.geostat.ge/ka/modules/categories/194/kultura
12 https://medialandscapes.org/country/pdf/georgia
13 Putin’s Asymmetric Assault On Democracy In Russia And Europe: Implications For U.S. National Security.
Committee Print: 115th Congress 2d Session. Https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/finalrr.pdf
14 Anti-Western Propaganda. MDF, 2018. Av http://mdfgeorgia.ge/uploads/library/89/file/eng/antiwest-2017-ENG.pdf
15 Dzvelishvili, 2018. From a Pro-Russian to a Pro-Georgian Narrative, The Foreign Policy Centre, Last accessed on July
2, 2019, at: https://fpc.org.uk/from-a-pro-russian-to-a-pro-georgian-narrative/?Fbclid=iwar2ptsxqgfy-i7llcne_LKZ6TNziR_t335sadsqhcosebrgk4pjz6gljq8
16 Obieqtivi, Media Meter, Media Profile, Last accessed on July 2, 2019, at: http://mediameter.ge/en/mediaprofiles/obieqtivi
17 http://mediamonitor.ge/uploads_script/accounts/MM_FINAL_REPORT_2017_ENG.pdf
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Another study carried out by MDF, Informing Ethnic Minorities on Georgia’s Euro-Atlantic
integration,18 monitored and analyzed the news programs of two Russian television stations, Channel
One Russia and Rossiya 24, which are widely watched by the ethnic communities in Georgia. The
study revealed that the majority of anti-Western messages targeted the USA and US-led Coalition in
Syria (46.4 %), followed by Great Britain (9.8 %) and the EU (9.1 %). According to the study, the
main messages targeting the EU focused on the migration crisis, demonizing not only the EU’s liberal
policy but also fomenting xenophobic attitudes by portraying migrants as criminals and terrorists.
The media outlets were monitored between May 1 and November 15, 2018. The same study also
analyzed the compliance of Georgian Public Broadcaster (GPB) with its legal obligation to inform
ethnic communities on issues related to Euro-Atlantic integration. The study involved focus groups
with minorities to determine their attitudes towards sources of information, media messages and GPB
coverage.
The Georgian-language version of the Kremlin-backed news agency Sputnik (sputnik-georgia.com)
ranked 160th among the websites in Georgia in 2018, with its Russian language version (sputnikgeorgia.ru) in 109th place.19 Sputnik was created by presidential decree to “report on the state policy
of Russia abroad.”20 The websites that spread the Russian narrative of Euroscepticism and hate
speech are geworld.ge, saqinform.ge, ru.saqinform.ge, gruzinform.ge ru.gruzinform.ge, as well as
some others.

Key Findings of the Survey and the Semi-structured Interviews
The main aim of the study was to reveal Georgian media practitioners approach to reporting on EUrelated topics and to determine to what extent their reporting on the EU is part of the media’s editorial
agendas. One representative from each of the 59 media outlets selected took part in the survey.
The survey participants represented the following media outlets: 26 % worked at TV channels, 37 %
represented online media, 15 % represented radios, 10 % worked for print media and 12 % were
employed across different media outlets (e.g. at a news web portal and a print outlet, sometimes in
different cities).
Figure 1. Representatives of the media outlets surveyed (%)

Online

12%
10%

TV

37%

Radio

15%

Print media

26%

Multiple

18INFORMING

ETHNIC MINORITIES ON GEORGIA’S EURO-ATLANTIC INTEGRATION available online at
http://www.mdfgeorgia.ge/eng/view_research/159
19 Dzvelishvili (2018). From a Pro-Russian to a Pro-Georgian Narrative. Accessed online at https://fpc.org.uk/from-a-prorussian-to-a-pro-georgian-narrative/?Fbclid=iwar2ptsxqgfy-i7llcne_LKZ6TNziR_-t335sadsqhcosebrgk4pjz6gljq8
20 http://static.kremlin.ru/media/events/files/41d4a95e0e2d01da1117.pdf
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Since this research focuses on studying the editorial policies of news outlets and the pattern of their
reporting on EU-related topics, we recruited editors and producers for interviews. Fifty percent of
the survey participants identified themselves as editors, 36 % reported working as journalists and 14
% said they worked as producers. All the respondents spoke at least one language spoken outside
of Georgia; 44 respondents said they spoke English and 50 said they spoke Russian. A few said
they spoke German, French, Turkish and Spanish, Greek, Polish, Azerbaijani or the Armenian
languages. The majority of the respondents were aged between 25-35 years old (49.2 %). A few
were over the age of 50 (13.6 %) and only one was under 25.
The regional perspective was also important for this survey. Therefore, the media selected for the
study represented several Georgian regions (see Figure 2): the majority 19) of these outlets were
based in the Georgian capital Tbilisi, seven of the respondents were based in Imereti region, five
respondents were from three regions—Kakheti, Autonomous Republic of Adjara and SamegreloZemo Svaneti. There were four representatives each from Samtskhe-Javakheti and Shida Kartli as
well as those who work for the media in different regions.21 There were three media outlets from
Guria, two from Kvemo Kartli and one from Racha-Lechkhumi.
Table 1. Regional distribution of the journalists (N of respondents by regions)
Regions

N

Tbilisi

19

Imereti

7

Autonomous Republic of
Adjara

5

Kakheti

5

Samegrelo Zemo-Svaneti

5

Samtskhe-Javakheti

4

Shida Kartli

4

Multiple employments

4

Guria

3

Kvemo Kartli

2

Racha Lechkhumi

1

Total

59

21

The respondents reported working for different media in different regions.
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The semi-structured interviews, which expanded on the results of the survey, were held with the
editors of seven media outlets that had been selected from the list of the surveyed media
practitioners: two TV stations, one regional newspaper, two regional radio stations and two online
news websites. Three media outlets were based in the capital and four outlets were based outside
the capital. The regional media included representatives from minority populated regions.

Newsroom policies on EU-related topics
The inquiry into the editorial preferences of the media outlets in the survey revealed that, in the
majority of the outlets, reporting on EU topics are encouraged (see Figure 2). Fifty-nine percent of
the survey participants said the coverage of EU-related themes was encouraged by the outlet’s
editorial policy and journalists reported on the topics when they were important, 32 % said coverage
of EU-related topics was part of the editorial agenda and they always follow events that were related
to the EU. Ten percent of the respondents said their outlet’s editorial agenda puts less emphasis on
EU-related topics and journalists decided themselves if and when to report on the EU.
The editors were asked in semi-structured interviews about newsroom policies and routines. They
mentioned that the stories for the day are identified, reviewed and allocated during morning meetings
with editors and journalists. These also concerned EU-related topics. The news stories beyond the
deadline were not considered, however, when needed more time was spent on the coverage of the
stories that are more in-depth. Some media outlets selected such in-depth themes at the beginning
of the month during the editorial meetings. These types of reports usually concerned topics that were
not time sensitive.
In semi-structured interviews the editors were asked to estimate the average percentage of the
stories their publications publish about the EU in relation to general content produced by the media
outlet. According to the answers, that ranged between five to 20 %, and varied depending on the
size, location and the perspective of the outlet. The lowest figure was reported by the two regional
media editors and the editor of an online news website that mainly focus on the South Caucasus
region. At one large TV station, there were six journalists working on EU topics and a foreign news
editor. At a small TV station, however, there were only two journalists covering the EU-related topics
and the EU was not their only assignment. At the online news outlet that primarily targets the South
Caucasus region, EU-related content was usually shared by the outlet’s foreign partner media or
supplied by freelance journalists.
In semi-structured interviews the editors were also asked to explain to what degree EU topics were
regarded as a priority at their respective media outlets. The editors from a large national TV station
and one online news website in the capital said it was a high priority, while editors at regional media
outlets (including radio and TV) said it was a low priority. The editor of an online outlet, for which the
EU-related themes have high importance, explained that they included the EU across different
stories they report on. The editor explained that the EU has such an extensive presence in their
coverage because the editorial team believes Georgia should be expected “to perform in a manner
similar to EU standards in every regard.”
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Figure 2. To what extent reporting about the EU is encouraged by editorial agendas (%)

9%
EU-related topics are part of editorial agendas
and journalists report on them only when they
are actual
EU-related topics are part of editorial agenda
and journalists report on all those topics

32%
59%

EU-related topics are of less priority to the
editorial agenda and it is up to a journalist to
cover them

The EU-related topics covered by the media
The survey asked the respondents to select three EU-related topics that were most often addressed
in their coverage. They were given a pre-selected list of the topics on the EU: EU foreign policy, EU
member states, the Association Agreement, economic relations with the EU, Georgia-EU relations
and migration. The respondents were allowed to add topics/stories they considered relevant. The
Association Agreement (51 mentions), Georgia-EU relations (42 mentions), economic issues
connected to the EU (41 mentions) and migration (27 mentions) were selected the most often,
followed by EU foreign policy, EU member states, visa liberalization. Others included such topics as
education, security, tourism and anti-EU propaganda.
Figure 3. The EU-related thematic choices of the media outlets (frequencies)
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The semi-structured interviews further demonstrated that for most media, local events were the
priority and the topics on the EU were no exception. Almost in all interviews the respondents
highlighted a strong need for relating their stories to their audiences. That involved using local
experts, local people and real-life cases when reporting on the EU. This served as a means of
providing a convincing and relevant angle to stories about the EU for their audiences.
Several editors mentioned that current developments in the EU was more important to their
audiences than a broader discussion of the issues; in other words, the journalists mostly reported on
what was happening in the moment, rather than explore the importance and depth of the problem.
Two editors from Tbilisi-based media also said such in-depth content was of “less interest” to their
audiences and those types of topics were consequently less popular and read less by the users.
One editor, whose media outlet also covers politics, economics, society and conflicts in the South
Caucasus, explained that since the (South Caucasus) region was not part of the EU, the outlet
addressed EU-related topics based on their relevance to the audiences the outlet serves. The editor
further explained what relevance means for the outlet, recalling that the outlet covered the successful
integration of ethnic communities in one of the EU member states.
For the regional media, the relevance of the theme was linked with the interests of local communities.
The editor of one regional radio explained that as EU politics, culture and society were not yet on the
local community’s agenda, they were not part of the outlet’s agenda, either. The topics they reported
on focused on Georgian entrepreneurs’ opportunities to export products to the EU, study
scholarships to EU universities provided by the European Commission to the citizens of Georgia, the
production of various products in line with the EU norms, etc. The interviewed editors from a regional
newspaper and two regional radios mentioned that most coverage about the EU was also part of the
donor-funded projects that were aimed at raising awareness about the EU.
It was also interesting to learn how often the mentioned EU-related topics are reported. The figure
shows that journalists reported about the EU more or less regularly. Majority declared that they
reported on such issues as Association Agreement and economic issues connected with the EU
mostly several times a month. The topics related with EU member states and EU foreign policy get
covered mostly several times a year, according to the respondents. (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Frequencies of coverage of EU-related topics (scale: 1 - every day, 2 - every other day, 3
- once a week, 4 - several times a month, 5 - once a month, 6 - several times a year)
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To learn more about the journalists’ perspective and approaches to topics related with the EU, the
respondents were asked to name 1) up to three EU-related stories they covered in the past month
(November-December 2018); 2) the leading EU-related themes in 2018; and 3) up to three EUrelated stories they planned to produce in the nearest future. The topics and the stories mentioned
by the respondents are listed below. Because of the broad choice of topics and stories relating the
economic activities and entrepreneurship, they have been clustered under the thematic category of
Georgia-EU economic relations (see Figures 5, 6, 7). A similar approach was taken with reports
dealing with Georgia-EU political relations. The figures (5, 6) were based on close to 90 % of the
responses from the participants in response to first two questions and 80 % of responses to the third
question.
Georgia-EU economic relations with its different dimensions (e.g. Georgian honey exported to the
European market, European model of extension, dairy products to the EU market, women
entrepreneurs, fruit export to the EU, etc.) dominated EU-related coverage for most media outlets.
Several other issues, including visa free regime, migration, the Association Agreement, visa
liberalization, Georgia-EU relations—and some stories related with it (European Union Monitoring
Mission [EUMM] and its mandate, Government visits to Brussels etc.), EU member States and the
related stories, such as Brexit and Yellow Vests’ Protest in Paris, employment in the EU. Among
others were included European values, environmental issues and the EU, waste management,
education and sustainable development. Some respondents also covered stories such as EU
sanctions against Russia and EU security policy (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. EU-related topics covered in November-December in 2018 (N of mentions)
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The main theme in 2018, as perceived by the respondents, was the Georgia-EU economic relations
followed by visa liberalization. This is logical as 2018 was the second year Georgian citizens had the
right to travel to the EU Schengen Area without a visa.22 The regulation was enforced in March 2017.
Since this was a significant and long-awaited event for the country, the media extensively covered
every aspect of the process, reporting not only about the political aspects of the visa liberalization
process, but also providing technical information, such as the number of days Georgian citizens
could spend in the EU without the documents the travelers should carry, etc. Soon after the regulation
went into effect, worrisome reports23 started about the alleged increase of the Georgian asylum
seekers in some of the EU countries. Visa liberalization was followed by Association Agreement and
migration. Among the topics relevant to EU member states the respondents mentioned West
Balkans, populism in Europe, Brexit and EU cybersecurity concerns. As for others, the respondents
mentioned such topics and stories as study mobility exchanges for students from the Georgian
regions, waste management and environmental protection issues.
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Casper Wuite: „Threats to Georgia’s Visa-Free Regime: Perspectives from European Capitals“, 2018, in
http://gip.ge/threats-georgias-visa-free-regime-perspectives-european-capitals/
23 Ibid
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Figure 6. Main EU-related topics in 2018 (N of mentions)
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EU-Georgia economic relations was the most frequently mentioned topic that journalists plan to
report about in the nearest future. It was followed by the Association Agreement, employment in the
EU, migration, visa liberalization, migration, EU-Georgia relations, EU members states and other
topics such as education, public health, self-government reform and waste management.
Figure 7. Stories media representatives plan to report on in the nearest future (N of mentions)
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This part of the research demonstrated that issues related to Georgia-EU economic relations
dominate media coverage, followed by reports on the Association Agreement, visa liberalization and
migration. To a lesser extent,Georgian media outlets were interested in topics that concern
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specifically the EU (Brexit, Yellow Vests’ protest) and some other topics. The fact that the number of
the responses about journalists’ plans to report on EU-related stories was 10 % lower than the EUrelated stories that they had recently covered also shows that most Georgian media outlets use most
recent developments of the day to determine which stories they will cover.

Sources used to report on EU-related topics
A closer look at the survey participants’ use of the sources indicated that the media usually relied on
news outlets that specifically reported about the EU (33 respondents), international news agencies
such as Associated Press and Reuters (32 people), information provided by public institutions (30
respondents) and Georgian news agencies (31 respondents). In terms of government sources, the
most frequently approached were the ministries (43 respondents), followed by the local selfgovernment representatives (42 respondents). After that, journalists appeared to depend on
information provided by the Georgian parliament (23 respondents), and the president (12
respondents). A few survey respondents also added to the list the Prime Minister of Georgia and the
NATO and EU Information Center. Eighty-five percent of the survey participants said they receive
news updates on EU-related topics from civil society organizations and 98 % reported seeking
information from international organizations such as the EU Delegation in Georgia, GIZ, EU
Monitoring Mission, the United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
People in Need, Open Society Foundations, EU-Georgia Business Council , EUGeorgia.ge, etc.
All the respondents said they used the internet when they work on EU-related reports. Ninety percent
said they used the internet every time they work on their stories and 10 % said they used it often.
The type of online media used by journalists when reporting on EU-related topics: EU institution
websites (42 participants), followed by civil society organization websites (41 respondents), news
media websites (40 participants), the websites of various government bodies (36 participants).
Social media was the fifth most mentioned source (34 respondents). Embassies’ websites were
mentioned by 27 participants and 26 said they used the websites of other international organizations.
Twelve people said they also used blogs when they worked on the EU-related topics, and 12
respondents also marked Other Sources without specifying the names of these sources.
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Figure 8. Use of internet sources when reporting about the EU
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The survey also measured the respondents’ trust in sources of information when reporting on the EU.
Among the most trusted sources were the representatives of the EU (35 respondents indicated they
fully trust) followed by diplomats (21 respondents), other international organizations (20
respondents), civil society (16 respondents) and experts (14 people). Five and less respondents
mentioned they fully trusted the government, the president and the parliament.
Figure 9: N of respondents who said they fully trusted sources of information
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Challenges faced by the media when reporting about the EU
The survey also asked about any obstacles journalists face when reporting on the EU (figure 10). As
expected, almost half (27 people) said there were not enough journalists to proactively report on EUrelated developments. In semi-structured interviews it became evident that the shortage of journalists
affected the media differently in the capital and in the regions. Large and small media in the capital
said they would like to employ a permanent correspondent or a stringer in the EU, a journalist who
would deliver fast and fresh info for them, help access the sources immediately, etc. The editor of
an online news website said the journalists had to watch live footage and livestreams from various
events to prepare stories. This made it difficult for the website to publish stories quickly. This was
not a problem facing large, national TV stations, however, since their journalists were invited to
accompany officials during their work visits to the EU.
Figure 10: Challenges to the reporting on the EU
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An interviewee from a regional TV station said the station would like to have a correspondent in the
capital (Tbilisi), who could easily obtain information and access sources rapidly. But it lacked the
financial resources to hire one.
The survey also revealed that media representatives are concerned about access to, and the
competency of, sources: 23 respondents said it is difficult for them to gain access to relevant people
and 20 respondents said the sources cannot provide the information they need. This finding was
confirmed during the semi-structured interviews. The editor of an online news website in Tbilisi said
it was very difficult to find people with expert knowledge on Georgia-EU trade regulations and who,
at the same time, could also provide knowledgeable predications about how these relations could
develop. The same respondent further recalled that when journalists were covering the visa
liberalization process, 95 % of the experts were unable to provide detailed information on the steps
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left for Georgia to become a full recipient of the mechanism. “It is hard to find the experts who follow
various processes step-by-step,” the editor observed.
The regional media representatives complained about difficulty getting public institutions and public
officials to respond to questions. The editor of a radio station in a minority-populated region recalled
inviting a local representative of a government agency to speak on the radio about Georgia-EU trade
procedures. The official never responded to the outlet’s request. Another editor from a regional
newspaper said in an interview that sometimes even government sources could be misleading, such
as translations of official documents, especially in terms of the terminology used. Another issue was
that different organizations often had different interpretations about the meaning of the documents.
This, the respondent explained, mostly is the discrepancy in the terminology use and also the
interpretations from different organizations can be mismatched.
In response to the same question in the survey, 15 people said the lack of knowledge about specific
areas related to the EU could be an obstacle. Thirteen respondents were the representatives of the
regional media. In a separate question we asked all the respondents to assess how informed they
were about EU-related topics. Just under 80 % of the respondents answered that they were more or
less informed, compared to 10.3 % who said they were fully informed on the matter. The remaining
10.3 % said they were not well informed about the topics. The majority of the respondents said they
attended information sessions and events hosted by the civil society organizations (49 %) or read
about them online (49 %). The third most mentioned (18 %) activity for self-development were the
workshops and information sessions offered by local governments. Journalists also reported reading
professional literature and asking colleagues who were knowledgeable about the issue (16 % and
16 % respectively). In semi-structured interviews, the representatives of regional media outlets
emphasized that because their teams were quite small, they could not afford to invest time in
educational activities, especially when this also required travel. The head of the news service of a
regional TV station admitted that the lack of specific knowledge about the topic sometimes
discouraged them from addressing it.
When asked about which topics they would like to learn more about, the most popular responses
were the Association Agreement (48 mentions), followed by EU policy towards Georgia (47
mentions), DCFTA (46 mentions) and Russia’s anti-Western propaganda (45 mentions).
The survey participants said the lack of public awareness about the topics (mentioned by media
from the regions and from minority-populated areas) and Russian propaganda (see section below
Russia’s anti-EU propaganda) were also obstacles. In semi-structured interviews the editors from
minority-populated regions admitted their work could be very demanding because they had to work
with communities with very little or no information on important topics that affected their lives. Most
families in these regions owned small enterprises for the production and distribution of dairy
products. The interviewees observed that often the local farmers approached them for guidance on
where to collect information on how to meet the standards set by the government. The editors said
the locals were divided between those who could access the information online and those who relied
solely on traditional media sources. In addition, the lack of Georgian language skills was another
barrier for the regional population and an additional test for the media. In such situations, the editors
said they felt that the news media had a responsibility to be an educator, and not simply a conduit
for information.
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Russia’s anti-EU propaganda
This survey was also aimed at determining how much knowledge Georgian journalists had about
Russia’s anti-EU propaganda and what strategies, if any, the media outlets used to respond to it.
The results demonstrated that almost all participants were informed about Russia’s anti-EU
propaganda: 51 % of respondents said they were aware of it, but they required additional
information, 39 % said they had a sufficient level of information on Russian propaganda, and eight
percent admitted they had heard about the Russia’s anti-EU propaganda but they didn’t know
exactly what it meant. Only one person disagreed with the view that there was Russia’s anti-EU
propaganda. (We analyzed this individual’s responses to the other survey questions, but couldn’t
find an explanation for this opinion. We also tried to recruit the respondent for a semi-structured
interview, but the respondent declined to participate).
The respondents were also asked to name one or two topics that were related to anti-EU
propaganda. Some 23 respondents skipped this question. In response to a follow up question, most
said they could not immediately recall any topics, although several respondents simply refused to
answer the question.
The remaining respondents (36) mentioned several topics (see Figure 11) including Russia being a
fellow Christian orthodox country with which Georgians share values and traditions; Brexit and its
repercussions on the integrity of the EU, making the concept of the EU outmoded; the threat posed
by NATO and the EU to the stability in the (post-Soviet) region; complex standards for trade and
services on the EU-market compared with the Russian market; and migration. Several respondents
also mentioned media outlets which were known to receive Russian funding to spread anti-EU
narratives.
Figure 11. Russia’s anti-EU narrative as identified by the respondents (N of mentions)
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More than half of the respondents (n=35) said they discussed Russian anti-EU propaganda when
the topic was active in the political and social discourse, 11 respondents said they discussed it
several times a week and nine said they discussed it several times a month. Only one person said it
was never discussed at the media outlet.
In semi-structured interviews, the respondents recognized that Russia’s anti-EU propaganda could
be problematic for journalists, especially when they saw how fast this type of content was picked up
on social media. The tactics used by different media outlets to respond were similar in some regards.
The representative of a large TV station said the outlet had not been directly responding to such
news. Instead, the TV channel broadcasts stories and programs that were aimed at educating the
public on different EU-related topics. “We cannot defeat propaganda with anti-propaganda,” the TV
representative said. The editor of an online news website based in Tbilisi also said their journalists
did not craft counter-narratives of specific messages. Instead, they prepared stories that were aimed
at dispelling doubts among the public and deflecting their attention away from potentially harmful
influences of propaganda. Similar practices were shared by the regional media editors, who believed
their role in the fight against anti-EU propaganda was even more important where local communities
were concerned. They knew their audiences well and knew how to talk to them. Many minoritypopulated communities in Georgia used Russian media to follow the news, which made the
communities even more susceptible to anti-EU propaganda and fake news, and potentially more
resistant to accepting other views. With this in mind, the editors said, they had to be careful not to
lose the trust of local communities. Sometimes the media were not immediately successful in getting
their message across, but the editors said this had not stopped them from continuing their work. The
respondent of a semi-structured interview from a regional newspaper recalled covering the story
about the 100th anniversary of Georgian independence, for which the journalists of a newspaper
interviewed several families affected by Russian aggression. The editor said the story received a
largely negative reaction from the local public. The editor said this didn’t stop the outlet from running
a series of articles on the same topic.
Forty-nine percent of the media representatives participating in the survey declared having certain
“unwritten” guidelines according to which the use of Russian sources was discouraged at their
respective media outlets when the journalists worked on the EU-related themes. Eighty percent of
the respondents said they generally did not trust Russian sources and 19 % of the respondents said
it depended on the source.24 One respondent used the space provided in the survey to explain that
when working on topics relevant to the EU’s messages about the occupied territories of Abkhazia
and Samachablo, they might need to review what Russian media has written about them. In a semistructured interview one editor admitted frequently using the Russian-language websites of the BBC,
Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, Euronews.ru, Meduza.io/ru and a few others. Three editors said
during the semi-structured interviews there was the policy in their media out to not use any Russian
sources when reporting on any topic.
When asked what the media representatives did to ensure they remained informed and up-to-date
on anti-Western/EU propaganda, the responses were very similar to the case of EU-related topics.
Most said they attended workshops and trainings organized by CSOs (43 mentions), read online (38

For the purpose of this study Russian sources were defined as the sources that originate from Russia and/or are in
Russian language or any other language. For example, sputnik.ge is defined as a Russian source despite it reports in
Georgian language. Sputnik news reports in every country where this study was carried out.
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mentions), asked colleagues (17 mentions), read professional literature (15 mentions) and attended
information meetings organized by the government (10 mentions).
The survey participants were asked to name three leading actors who, in their view, should be
responsible for tackling the anti-EU narrative coming from Russia. Most respondents said it was the
responsibility of the media, the government of Georgia and civil society (n=49, 44 and 38
respectively). The EU, the public and politicians were named by 23, 21 and 17 respondents
respectively.

Summary of the findings
This research demonstrated that Georgian media representatives are consistently following EUrelated topics and address them rather regularly. By large, the media outlets’ editorial policies follow
the organizational, political and social agendas of their outlets and of the country. For example, the
2016 Association Agreement, the 2014 DCFTA, the 2017 visa liberalization agreement are among
the topics that the media address regularly. It is worth noting that the journalists said writing about
the EU is endorsed by their editorial policies. Still, the decision whether to cover certain EU-related
developments beyond the national focus depends on the type and outlook of the outlet. These
differences are the most noticeable when comparing large media in the capital city and the media
in the regions, which targets the local communities or ethnic minorities. Nevertheless, the regional
media stood out with their ability to potentially suggest solutions to their audiences. Their access to
their communities is crucial at a time when many local households are learning and adapting to the
changing regulations for agriculture and business.25 Regional media have the potential to become
competent sources of information on these matters, based on the trust they have built up in their
communities. At the same time, the intensity with which they engage with audiences is rather low; as
editors from several regional outlets said much of the coverage about the EU was also part of the
donor-funded projects that were aimed at raising awareness about various EU-related issues.
There are several constraints that prevent Georgian media professionals from taking a more active
approach on EU-related topics. Most research participants mentioned there are not enough
resources to assign journalists to cover only EU-related issues. Another concern was access to
relevant sources of information. Respondents from the regions said they struggled with access to
local government representatives, who are not motivated to engage with the media and therefore
with the public. A few also mentioned the lack of journalists’ knowledge about EU-related issues.
Some said that their audiences are not always interested in-depth coverage on EU-relevant matters.
As a result, reports about the EU are usually more fact-driven on topical issues.
Journalists said EU institutions, followed by the diplomatic corps and other international
organizations, are the most trusted sources when reporting on EU-related stories. Respondents said
experts and Georgian public institutions come next in terms of trustworthiness. These results raise
25

Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development of Georgia portal on Free Trade in the EU available at
http://www.dcfta.gov.ge/en/home
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an important question about why the government is not a trusted source. One-third of respondents,
and five out of seven interviewees, said it is difficult to get access to officials and, at times, officials’
competency on these issues is questionable.
Georgian media representative said they are alert to Russia’s anti-EU narrative on an almost daily
basis. Some media outlets have even developed strategies on how to deliver the right messages to
their audiences. They said they prepare news stories aimed at dispelling myths about the EU and
challenging false beliefs spread through Russia’s disinformation campaigns. The media outlets said
they do not engage in debunking disinformation directly, however.
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Poland
Media landscape in Poland
Since the fall of communism in 1989, Poland has developed a lively but highly polarized media
environment. In addition to the public radio and television broadcasters, there are private outlets
spanning a broad political spectrum, from socially liberal to ultraconservative.26 The last few years
has seen a rise in online media outlets as well.
The April 1997 Polish Constitution guarantees the freedom of the press (Article 14) and prohibits
both preventive censorship and licensing requirements for the press (Article 54 par. 2).27 The media
sector is regulated by the 1984 Polish Press Law28 and the Broadcasting Act of December 29,
1992,29 both since amended. The latter document defines the mode of appointment, responsibilities,
and powers of the National Broadcasting Council (Krajowa Rada Radiofonii i Telewizji [KRRiT]),
which is a constitutional body (regulated by a separate chapter of the constitution—articles 213215). According to the Polish Constitution, its role is to “safeguard the freedom of speech, the right
to information as well as safeguard the public interest regarding radio broadcasting and television”
(art. 213 par. 1).
Shortly after the Law and Justice (PiS) won the parliamentary elections in October 2015, the party
introduced a number of legal changes that affected the public television and radio stations. The socalled “small media law” was adopted at the end of December 2015 as a temporary measure. The
measure terminated the mandates of the current members of the national television and radio
broadcasters’ management and supervisory boards, and filled their positions through direct
appointment by the treasury minister—rather than through competitions organized by the National
Broadcasting Council (as it was before) — until a “new national media organization” could be
created. As a result, starting from January 2016 the management of all public media has been
replaced with people close to the ruling party. In addition, due to layoffs and resignations, the staffing
changes reached more than 220 journalists the same year. The so called “bridge law” was adopted
by the Sejm in June 2016.30 The legislation set up a National Media Council to replace the treasury
minister as the entity responsible for appointing the management and supervisory boards of the
public media. Five members of this Council are appointed for 6-year terms: three by the Sejm and
two by the president. The latter two are put forward by the two largest opposition caucuses in the
parliament. This arrangement effectively guarantees the ruling party a majority.31 Following these
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Chapman, A. (06.2017), Pluralism Under Attack: The Assault on Press Freedom in Poland, Freedom House, p. 4
The Constitution of the Republic of Poland of 2nd April, 1997 (Dz. U. Of 1997, No. 78, item 483),
https://www.sejm.gov.pl/prawo/konst/angielski/kon1.htm.
28 The Act of January 26, 1984, Press law (Dz. U. Of 1984, No. 5, item 24).
29 Broadcasting act of December 29, 1992 (Dz.U. Of 2017, No. 0, item 1414; see unofficial English translation at:
http://www.krrit.gov.pl/Data/Files/_public/Portals/0/angielska/ustawa-o-radiofonii-i-telewizji-2016-eng.pdf).
30 See: ‘Pomostowa’ ustawa medialna przyjęta. Zakłada utworzenie Rady Mediów Narodowych, TVN 24, June 22, 2016,
http://www.tvn24.pl/wiadomosci-z-kraju,3/pomostowa-ustawa-medialna-przyjeta-przez-sejm,655079.html.
31 See: Chapman, A., op. cit., p. 11
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changes, the public television station’s evening news programs became mouthpieces for the PiS
government, presenting the party’s perception of the European Union.32 The party leadership has
also mulled ways of dampening criticism from private media outlets, which have split over the
government’s actions.33
Regardless of these events, many entities remain active on the Polish media market, diversified in
terms of their world-views. In print media, the daily newspaper with the largest circulation is Gazeta
Wyborcza, 34 the leading critic of the PiS government. The next-largest paper is Dziennik Gazeta
Prawna, the largest Polish legal and economic journal. It is published by the Polish company Infor
Biznes. The third one Rzeczpospolita is issued by the Polish company Gremi Media. This paper,
though traditionally conservative, has not shied away from criticizing PiS on certain issues. The only
sizeable right-wing daily is Gazeta Polska Codziennie, affiliated with the weekly Gazeta Polska. Two
leading tabloids in the country are Fakt, owned by the Swiss-German media conglomerate Ringier
Axel Springer, and Super Express, owned by the Polish company ZPR Media.35 In addition to national
newspapers, there are also regional dailies.
A similar political spread can be seen in Poland’s weekly newsmagazine market. At the liberal end
is the Polish edition of Newsweek, which is very critical of the government, followed by Polityka,
which is also critical but is more restrained. There is also an older abovementioned Gazeta Polska,
around which the “Gazeta Polska Clubs” have been established—the groups of PiS-aligned readers
organized across Poland, who played an important role in the PiS's move to take power in 2015.36
The Polish public radio broadcaster, Polskie Radio (PR), has five national radio stations and 17
regional stations. There are over 200 licensed private radio broadcasters, from stations airing pop
music to the ultraconservative Radio Maryja. The public broadcaster Telewizja Polska (TVP)
operates three terrestrial channels: TVP1 and TVP2, along with the regional information channel, TVP
Info. There are over 200 licensed commercial television broadcasters in Poland. However, the two
leading players that have now exceeded public TV in viewership are TVN (owned by Discovery
Channel consortium) and Polsat (owned by Polish entrepreneur and billionaire, Zygmunt Solorz-Żak).
In 2017, the average Pole watched television for around four hours and 36 minutes a day37 and in
2018 77.5 % of Poles had some internet access.38 The main print, radio, and television outlets have
online editions. Online-only portals publishing a mix of news and entertainment content are among
the country’s most-visited websites. The leading examples are onet.pl, wp.pl (Wirtualna Polska),
interia.pl and gazeta.pl.39
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See: Chapman, A., op. cit., p. 11-13.
See e.g. NBP chce, by sąd zabronił dziennikarzom pisać o KNF, Gazeta Wyborcza, December 1, 2018,
http://wyborcza.pl/7,75398,24231723,nbp-chce-by-sad-zabronil-pisac-dziennikarzom-o-knf.html.
34 All data on particular media monthly sales provided after: https://www.wirtualnemedia.pl/artykul/wyniki-sprzedazygazet-codziennych-gazeta-wyborcza.
35 Chapman, A., op. Cit., p. 5.
36 ‘W Sieci’ i ‘Gazeta Polska’ krytykuj ą się ws. Misiewicza i Macierewicza: ‘ślizgacze’ kontra ‘Partia Ludu Pisowskiego’,
Wirtualnemedia.pl, April 18, 2017, http://www.wirtualnemedia.pl/artykul/w-sieci-i-gazeta-polska-michal-karnowski-kontrapiotr-lisiewicz-i-tomaszsakiewicz-ws-misiewicza-i-macierewicza.
37 Przeciętny Polak ogląda telewizję przez 4 godz. I 36 min dziennie, Wirtualnemedia.pl, June 23, 2017,
https://www.wirtualnemedia.pl/artykul/przecietny-polak-oglada-telewizje-przez-4-godz-i-36-min-dziennie.
38 GUS (Central Statistical Office), Społeczeństwo informacyjne w Polsce w 2018 roku [Information society in Poland in
2018], October 22, 2018, http://stat.gov.pl/obszary-tematyczne/nauka-i-technika-spoleczenstwoinformacyjne/spoleczenstwo-informacyjne/spoleczenstwo-informacyjne-w-polsce-w-2018-roku,2,8.html.
39 See: Chapman, A., op. Cit., p. 6.
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Russian propaganda and the media
Mainstream media seems to be immune to Russian propaganda. However, even if Russian soft
power does not have a substantial influence on the mainstream views of Polish main politicians, the
media or society, it still can have some impact. It tries to “introduce ‘moderate topics’ ‘independent’
of Moscow to provoke internal instability within Polish society or increase tensions with neighboring
countries in order to weaken Poland geopolitically.”40 It aims also to influence the media content.
Regular media monitoring indicates that Polish society “tends not to recognize more sophisticated
propaganda. Disinformation is mostly related to Ukraine and Ukrainians, but may also target other
topics such as Germany, the USA, NATO or the refugee crisis. It enters the mainstream via two main
channels.”41 The two channels implied are the fringe media and “independent” journalists whose
work reaches mainstream discourse and comments below the articles published online (Russian
trolls are especially apparent in relation to topics related to Ukraine).
The London Institute for Strategic Dialogue (ISD) study conducted in the spring 2019 shows that proRussian and anti-Ukrainian narratives were promoted on the Polish political scene before the
elections to the European Parliament. The study confirms that the open pro-Russian narrative was
very rare in Poland and can be found only in the margins, e.g. in the right-wing nationalist National
Movement (RN) and in the extreme right Confederation (Konferderacja), taking a position consistent
with Russian interests. Nevertheless, anti-Ukrainian sentiments can be observed in the Polish
mainstream parties as well, in particular in the ruling Law and Justice (PiS) and the opposition Polish
Peasant Party (PSL)42.
There are also several pro-Russian portals, which have limited influence. Probably the most
important is Kresy.pl. The website’s Facebook profile has some 100,000 followers. Others include
Xportal (an openly pro-Russian portal and Facebook account trying to capitalize on anti-American
resentments), two websites—Novorossiya Today, Tragedy of Donbas—and Fighting Novorossiya
(Facebook profile). These are not the only outlets, but they are the most important examples.43
Regardless of the presence of these portals and Facebook accounts, anti-EU propaganda has
limited influence on Polish public discourse. However, there are no widely known efforts underway
to combat its influence.

Key findings of the study
In order to observe how media outlets in Poland report on European Union (EU) related issues, a
series of 12 interviews were conducted with a diversified sampling of Polish media. Only outlets that
report on the EU were selected. Moreover, they were chosen for their diversity in terms of the type,
frequency and format of their work (print media, internet, radio or television). All these media outlets
work on the national level (see the list in table 1.). During the selection of the outlets and recruitment
of the respondents, it became evident that local and even regional media report on general EUrelated issues rarely and only when they are related to Poland. Additionally, these outlets don’t
40

Wenerski, Ł., Kacewicz, M. (2017), Russian soft power in Poland - The Kremlin and pro-Russian organizations, Political
Capital, Budapest, p. 10.
41 Ibidem, p. 44.
42 Dr Garvan Walshe: Boty ingerowały w strajk, "Rzeczpospolita", 07.05.2019, https://www.rp.pl/Rzecz-opolityce/305079933-Dr-Garvan-Walshe-Boty-ingerowaly-w-strajk.html.
43 Wenerski, Ł., Kacewicz, M., op. cit., p. 46-48..
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employee journalists who are specialized on EU matters. Thus, all interviewees were based in
Warsaw. Seven respondents described themselves as editors and five as journalists.
Table 1. Media outlets selected for the research
Type of a media outlet
Online information portal
News radio
Daily newspaper
Online portal focused on EU matters
Online portal focused on EU matters
Daily newspaper
Online fact-checking portal
Private information TV channels
Online portal focused on V4 area
Weekly newspaper
Public radio station, international editorial
office
Public radio station, news channel
A knowledge of foreign languages is necessary to follow developing events at the EU. The three
most commonly spoken languages by journalists included in the survey group include English
(known by all respondents), Russian (known by eight respondents) and French (seven respondents).
All journalists in the group could read at least two foreign languages (nine respondents knew three
or more languages).
At most of the media outlets included in the survey more than one journalist covers EU-related issues.
In one case there was one respondent who covers the EU. Six media outlets included in the study
said there are 10 to 15 people who cover EU-related matters to some extent.

Sources of information on the EU-related matters
The most important sources used to cover EU-related topics include news outlets specifically
focused on the EU (used by all respondents), international news agencies (used by 11 people),
news provided by public institutions (nine people) and Polish news agencies (used by eight people).
The most commonly used governmental sources of information include different ministries
(mentioned by 11 people), the parliament (named nine times) and the president’s office (eight
people). Only three people said that, depending on the topic, they sometimes address their local
authorities for information. All respondents said they obtain some information from civil society
organizations. NGOs working on different levels of government (from local to the European level)
were mentioned by respondents. The most frequently mentioned organizations included the Institute
of Public Affairs, the Stefan Batory Foundation and various ecological entities (e.g. Greenpeace or
WWF).
All media outlets also receive information from different international organizations. Nine of the
respondents said they always get information from these organizations, while three said they receive
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information from time to time. Eight people said they often ask experts for information. Three people
said they speak with people from EU institutions and one person said the outlet’s correspondent in
Brussels or another relevant country.
Respondents’ opinions related to the level of trust towards different entities differed when it comes
to receiving information on EU-related topics. The most trusted are experts and the least trusted are
government representatives at the national level—parliament, government and president (see figure
1). This may reflect the current political situation in Poland. Since politicians from the ruling Law and
Justice (PiS) party try to position themselves as challenging the institutions of the European Union
and use this dispute to gain approval and support. This policy started with the PiS government’s
crackdown on the judicial branch of government during its first months in power. The move was
criticized by international organizations, the Venice Commission, Council of Europe and the
European Commission. The situation in Poland was also the subject of debates in the European
Parliament. The European Commission even triggered the first step of the process to sanction and
suspend Poland’s voting rights.44 Moreover, the same institution decided to refer Poland to the Court
of Justice of the EU due to the new Polish Law on the Supreme Court (case was filed on the 24 th of
September, 2018).45 The law was viewed as a violation of judicial freedom in the country. In this
political environment, journalists tend keep a safe distance from the politicians’ opinions and
attitudes on the EU, aware that this can be an element used to win points in national politics. It also
influences their choice of sources of information when they cover European issues.
Figure 1. Level of distrust to particular entities in providing information on the EU related issues
(responses on a 5-points scale: from 1 - “fully trust” to 5 - “fully distrust”; mean answers provided)
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Survey participants said they regularly use the internet while reporting on EU-related topics. All our
respondents, with the exception of one, said they regularly use English online sources, followed by
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DW News, 2017. European Commission triggers Article 7 against Poland, Last accesses on 2 July, 2019, at:
https://www.dw.com/en/european-commission-triggers-article-7-against-poland/a-41873962.
45 European Commission, Press Release Database, 2018. Rule of Law: European Commission refers Poland to the
European Court of Justice to protect the independence of the Polish Supreme Court, Brussels, Last accessed on 2 July,
2019, at: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-5830_pl.htm.
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Polish online sources. The respondents said they never or rarely use Russian online sources. Seven
respondents said they don’t use them at all when working on the EU-related topics. Only two people
said they use them from time to time, while one person said they use Russian-language sources as
their primary source. However, this person has evaluated on the same level the importance of all
kinds of online sources, claiming that it is crucial in journalistic work to have diversified sources of
information (but obviously they don’t have the same importance).
The survey respondents noted that they commonly use websites while they are reporting on the EUrelated topics: civil society organizations, EU structures (e.g. Europa.eu) and other international
organizations. Additionally, 11 people use the websites of the governmental organizations and 10
people use social media (Facebook and Twitter). However, in case of social media, some
respondents clarified that Facebook and Twitter are used to learn about what has happened. The
journalists also said they use other sources to learn more deeply about specific issues when they
are reporting. The least mentioned online sources were blogs and websites of the embassies (named
by four and two people respectively). Other resources mentioned were the newsletters published by
different EU institutions (e.g. Representation of the European Commission in the country and
particular Commissioners), foreign media in different languages (including portals and the websites
they run) and European think-tanks, the Politico.eu portal and websites run by the offices of Members
of the European Parliament.

EU-related topics covered by media
When it comes to EU-related topics, the most frequently covered are relations between Poland and
the EU (mentioned by 11 people), followed by the situation in other Member States (nine
respondents) and EU foreign affairs (eight mentions). Only one person mentioned other issues,
specifically common European army and affairs with Russia. Six respondents mentioned that they
report about Polish and EU relations every day, three said they work on these issues every other day
and another two report on them at least once a week. The second most popular topic for EU-related
stories, according to the respondents, is the situation in other member states, followed by EU foreign
policy. On the other side of this spectrum are migration to the EU that are least reported, which
reflects the declining importance of this issue in Europe (at least in comparison with 2015 and 2016).
Recently covered topics (see Figure 3) reflect the most important developments during the period
when the research was conducted (December 2018 – January 2019). Not surprisingly the most
covered topic is Brexit, followed by the “yellow vests” protest in France. The Polish dispute with the
EU over the rule of law violation in the country came in third.
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Figure 2. Frequency of the recently covered EU-related issues (aggregated data, the number of
individual indications is given)
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The most popular topics for reporting were different in 2018, according to the survey respondents.
Although Brexit was mentioned by almost all respondents, the second most popular topic for
reporting was the dispute between Poland and the EU over the rule of law and the threat of rising
populist and Eurosceptic movements in Europe (for example, the results of the Italian elections).
There are also several issues the most prominent ones included EU-USA relations (trade war) and
EU-Russian relations (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The most important EU-related issues in 2018 according to Polish journalists & editors
(aggregated data, the number of individual indications is given)
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When these answers were compared with the predictions for what are the topics the respondents
will cover in 2019 (Figure 4), there are some important changes. Brexit is listed as the most important
topic, followed by the European Parliament elections. Another important issue mentioned by
respondents was the Polish dispute with the EU, followed by budgetary negotiations in the EU (one
respondent mentioned discussions on the separate Euro zone budget as the most important event
expected in 2019).
Figure 4. EU-related topics to be covered in the nearest future (aggregated data, the number of
individual indications is given)
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While working on EU-related issues, representatives of the most important media outlets in Poland
face some problems. Half of them admitted there is not enough journalists. In addition, the journalists
noted that they do not have enough time to collect the information needed for their reports and
sources are not always well informed about EU-related topics. Two of the respondents said the
difficulty in accessing the necessary information is linked to the political situation in the country.
It is more challenging because media outlets are perceived by ruling party as allied with the political
opposition, and the government representatives and some ministries don’t want to talk with them
openly. Officials also refuse to answer their questions (at least officially). The same problem can also
manifest itself when there is a difference between the official announcement published by a
government and what private sources of information from those institution say during informal
discussions. Due to these challenges, journalists have to look for other ways to find information on
particular topics. One alternative source is opinions from independent experts. Journalists also say
they allow state officials to give them comments anonymously. It is worth mentioning that four
respondents said they do not face any problems when reporting on the EU-related topics. But that
does not necessary reflected the strength of those particular media outlets. Rather it is an indication
of the independence and level of expertise of individual journalists who manage to maneuver through
the challenges in the media industry and on the political scene.
Reporting on the EU appears to be a priority on for Polish media outlets, but it was also interesting
to see how strong it was encouraged by outlets’ editorial agendas. Eleven respondents mentioned
that reporting on EU-related topics are endorsed by their media’s editorial policy. However, the
majority of the respondents (nine people) said EU-related topics are part of the editorial agenda at
work, but the journalists cover them only when the developments are news-worthy for the local
audiences. Only three respondents said that the journalists at their media outlets report on all those
topics— and these were mostly the media outlets that only covered the EU. During in-depth
interviews with selected media representatives, respondents said that, while deciding which issues
should be covered by their publication, they not only decide to inform people on what they would be
interested to read, but also try to inform the public on issues they believe are important. In that way,
their reporting also has an educational impact on their audience.
All respondents said they are informed on the EU-related issues—seven are well informed and five
are more or less informed. But during the follow-up interviews, some respondents noted that their
responses to the survey reflected their modesty and/or their lack of information about some specific
areas of the EU. Respondents also said they try to stay up-to-date on the current issues in the EU.
Everybody reads about EU-related topics online. In addition, nine respondents also read the
literature or longer articles and six seek information and insight from fellow journalists or take part in
the trainings organized by various EU institutions (especially study visits were mentioned). Savings
introduced by editorial offices are also reflected in the job opportunities and access to information
for the journalists dealing with European affairs. As a result, some correspondents have been called
back from Brussels. To supplement the resulting limitations in access to information, journalists have
had to cope independently. One of the respondents admitted that he is trying to take advantage of
various possibilities to go to Brussels, created or financed by the EU institutions. Such visits are used
to hold different meetings and to gather information. Nonetheless, most respondents said they would
like more information about the EU. Nine respondents said they would like to learn more about antiEU propaganda , six were interested in the EU policies related to Poland, and four said they would
like more information on the functioning of the EU institutions.
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Our interviews with several journalists indicated that they are constantly learning on the job. The
respondents noted that when they are hired as journalists, they require a lot more training, especially
to cover specialized topics like the EU. One of the journalists noted that to report on complex issues,
like those related to the EU, it is important that journalists know how to formulate their message in
simple language.

Russia’s anti-EU propaganda
All respondents are also aware of Russian anti-EU propaganda. Only two people said they are only
somewhat aware and would need additional information about the topic. The rest of the group said
they were fully informed. The respondents also spoke knowledgably about the most important topics
covered by Russian anti-EU propaganda: migration to the EU (mentioned five times); the role played
by the radical/Eurosceptic political actors; and claiming that Europe is under crisis (mentioned four
people). For example, three respondents said Brexit can be used as the subject of anti-EU
propaganda as an example of Europe being in a crisis. The protests in France were mentioned twice.
On the other hand, some journalist also mentioned topics related with Russia’s presence in Ukraine
and related propaganda. According to our respondents, Russia and its relations with the West
appear as independent topics in anti-EU propaganda.
Figure 5. Russia’s anti-EU propaganda (aggregated data, the number of individual indications is
given)
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Journalists reported they are also regularly trying to stay up-to-date about anti-EU propaganda.
However, it appears that there are few available trainings. Two said they have attended workshops
organized by international organizations and one person attended trainings arranged by an NGO.
Most of the respondents said they also read about anti-EU propaganda trends online or in the
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literature/articles (12 and 10 people respectively). Another five people said they ask their colleagues
for more information.
Respondents said that Russia’s anti-EU propaganda efforts are discussed by the news rooms at
their media outlets. Seven people said these discussions take place at least once a week or more
often. Other four respondents discuss it when the topic is active in social or political discourse and
one person said these discussions take place several times a month.
All the respondents agreed that Russian anti-EU propaganda has a negative influence on public
opinion. In a follow up question, they were asked which party should take responsibility for
addressing it. The respondents named EU, while 11 people said it was the responsibility of the media
and six said it should be the Polish government.
Three people said it should be international organizations (e.g. NATO, OECD and the UN) and civil
society. The journalists and editors provided us also with some examples of initiatives that could be
taken or were already taken to counteract anti-EU propaganda. They noted that journalists should
write about these issues and inform people that they being subjected to propaganda, as well as their
self-regulation mechanisms should also be targeting the propaganda. One person said that the
journalists shouldn’t copy-paste the content from other sources, but should actually create original
content. Another person observed that the media should not disseminate content that is associated
with progaganda. In relation to already existing initiatives, the journalists noted foreign media fighting
against disinformation. Fact-checking was also mentioned (e.g. established by French Le Monde or
US media), as well as articles in foreign press based on research on propaganda and its influence
on public opinion (e.g. in the context of Brexit). Moreover, such initiatives as the Ukrainian
StopFake.org or Kremlin Watch from Czech Republic (https://www.kremlinwatch.eu/) were
mentioned. One person has also pointed out one governmental body distant to the Ministry of the
Interior of the Czech Republic that is authorized to fight against Russian disinformation (Centre
Against Terrorism and Hybrid Threats). Its employees identify efforts to manipulate social media.
These social media posts are marked as misinformation and the center provides the public with facts
to enable citizens to better understand the situation.

Summary of the Findings
Despite their substantial, constitutionally guaranteed independence, the media in Poland face
significant obstacles. The legal changes introduced by the current government allowed it to gain
control over the public media and to put pressure on the private media outlets that are critical of the
government. This has happened during a process of increased political polarization in the country,
a trend that also influences the work of the media interested in EU-related issues. Outlets that are
perceived by the ruling party as close to the political opposition face difficulties in obtaining
information from the governmental officials. This situation was reflected to some extent in the
research, but should be also considered as contextual information when analyzing the results.
Journalism about the European matters is relatively developed in Poland. Polish media provide
information on a variety of EU-related matters, not necessarily only about the issues that are current
or interesting to the public. Polish journalists who cover European-related stories are very
knowledgeable and have years of experience. Their knowledge and background helps them
maneuver through the difficulties they face in their work. But they also remain aware of the fact that
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European matters are very complex and stay informed on the latest developments. Furthermore, they
suggested that while informing on the EU-related matters it is important to focus on those aspects
that are close to people’s daily life and to present these issues in such a way as to enable readers,
viewers or listeners to understand the importance of the EU membership to their lives. Regardless
of the economic hardships faced by the Polish media, a situation that forces individual editorial
offices to savings that include cuts in spending on foreign correspondents and travels abroad,
journalists somehow manage to keep themselves informed on the latest developments in the EU.
They use contacts with foreign colleagues, read a variety of foreign online sources or use other
opportunities to get funding for their travels to Brussels or other capitals (e.g. available through
various European schemes or based on support from EU institutions).
The situation concerning anti-EU Russian propaganda is more complex. While media people are
aware of it and, in general, are capable of recognizing its influence, there could be a lack of
widespread sensitivity to more nuanced forms of Russia influence. For instance, not all interviewees
were aware of the fact that the main aim of Russian propaganda in Poland, according to the experts,
is to create a negative picture of Ukraine and harm the close relations between the two countries.
Moreover, none of the respondents mentioned that the main strategy of Russian soft-power is to
spread confusion and deepen differences within Polish society. There is also a lack of initiatives
dedicated to identifying and counteracting Russian propaganda in Poland, as well as an absence
of training in this area, especially training opportunities for journalists. However, representative of
Polish media were able to point out several initiatives from abroad, which are worth taking a closer
look at.
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Czech Republic
Disinformation and propaganda and various ways to combat them
For the Czech Republic, the National Security Audit, which was elaborated by the Center Against
Terrorism and Hybrid Threats (Ministry of the Interior of the CR) in 2016,46 cited the results of the May
2016 opinion poll conducted by STEM Agency. This opinion poll, quite unique in the context of the
Czech Republic, explored citizens’ level of trust towards local media outlets (both the so-called
“traditional” or main-stream media, but also the so-called alternative media). Nearly a third of
respondents—24.5 %—said they were inclined to trust or fully trust the “alternative” media instead
of mainstream media outlets. The questionnaire used examples of the mainstream media, e.g. Czech
public media (Česká televize /Czech Television/ and Český rozhlas /Czech Radio/) as well as such
nationwide dailies as e.g. Právo (a daily with rather center-left or social-democratic profile) or
Hospodářské noviny (a daily focused mainly on economy and politics, published by Economia
publishing house, that has been long connected with the name of a local businessman, Zdeněk
Bakala). On the other hand, as the examples of “alternative” media, the opinion poll referred to online
media outlets such as AC24.cz, PrvníZprávy.cz or Parlamentní listy (an internet platform working as
a hub of various news, commentaries and discussions, connected with Senator Ivo Valenta).
The same opinion poll also tried to explore the degree of trust in Czech society towards typical
statements and claims that are disinformation or promoted by openly pro-Russian media and
websites. The results revealed that more than 36 % of the respondents in 2016 trusted or fully trusted
the statement that NATO represents a threat for other states, like Russia (compared with more than
55 % of respondents, who did not agree with the statement). Thirty-eight percent of the respondents
stated that they fully believed or rather believed that NATO, together with the USA, were responsible
for the Ukrainian crisis (compared more than 48 % of respondents, who did not believe this
statement) and around 30 % of the respondents answered, that they fully or rather believe the claim
that the Ukrainian government has been under the influence of fascist forces (compared to close to
50 % of respondents, who did not believe this statement). The results of the opinion poll revealed
that a significant minority of people in the in the Czech Republic are inclined to trust media that often
use manipulative techniques47 and disinformation.
Czech institutions (as the Ministry of the Interior of the CR or Security Information Service of the CR)
have declared that attempts by foreign powers to disseminate propaganda and disinformation to
influence public opinion represent a serious security threat as an instrument of “information warfare,”
which falls within the area of hybrid threats. The National Security Audit of the Czech Ministry of
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Interior stated in 2016 that this type of disinformation campaign in the in the Czech Republic is often
conducted by the Russian Federation, China and some non-state actors (especially the so-called
Islamic State). As a possible way to effectively combat foreign power influence (incl. Russian
influence), the National Security Audit report underlined the need for civic education and media
literacy. This again signals how important the Czech institutions responsible for internal security
believe the media is to combat disinformation as well as educate the public to recognize
propaganda. According to the study, another important aspect that has contributed (according to
the National Security Audit, 2016) to weaker resilience to disinformation
was public’s
underestimation or even doubting of these phenomena by public figures, incl. former and current
influential politicians.48
In 2017 the Centre Against Terrorism and Hybrid Threats officially started its operation as an
analytical division of the Ministry of Interior. Communication with civil society and the media is among
its main tasks. The mainstream and public media in the CR have also started in recent years and
months to point out to various attempts to manipulate public opinion, in connection with such topics
like migration, conflict in Ukraine and elections.49
We can also mention the activities and policy studies of the Czech think-tank European Values (the
analytical platform Kremlin Watch and their regularly published reports and policy studies focused
on the influence of Russian disinformation on selected European countries, including Czech
Republic, Hungary, Georgia,50 and the evaluation of countermeasures that EU member states have
adopted to react to Russian disinformation activities).51 Journalism projects, like the server
Manipulátoři.cz, aims to support critical debate about public and political affairs in the Czech
Republic, together with detecting and debunking hoaxes, disinformation, both intentional and
unintentional spreading of untruth via media and internet.52 The website faktus.info operated under
the slogan “Fact against hate!” and works to debunk statements and disinformation that foster hatred
against particular groups of persons (e.g. migrants, ethnic and religious groups etc.). FactCzech.cz
helps journalists learn how to verify information in the digital age, via workshops aimed at journalism
students and video lectures that are available to general public on their website.53
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Of course, the report National Security Audit is not explicit concerning the names or political affiliations of the particular
influential public figures.
49 The Czech Television broadcasted several reports in 2018 focused e.g. On the activities of Czech disinformation
website, Aeronet, that had potential to influence e.g. The results of Czech parliamentary elections in 2017. They also
informed about disinformation and manipulations with information aimed especially on older generation of Czech voters
that preceded presidential elections in 2018. See https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2472406-dezinformacni-webaeronet-vyvolal-kauzu-lithium-reporteri-ct-odhalovali-jeho-pozadi; https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2375818-zdrojejsem-mel-ale-zrovna-vcera-mi-zmizely-rika-autor-dezinformaci-lzive-e-maily.
50 Kremlin Influence Index 2017: Joint Research Report. – Kyiv, Detector Media, 2017. 70 p. Last accessed on 2 July, 2019, at: https://www.kremlinwatch.eu/userfiles/kremlin-influence-index2017_15273208877945.pdf
51 Kremlin Watch Report, 2018. European Values: Protecting Freedom, 2018 Ranking of countermeasures by the EU28
to the Kremlin’s subversion opera, Last accessed on 2 July, 2019, at: https://www.kremlinwatch.eu/userfiles/2018ranking-of-countermeasures-by-the-eu28-to-the-kremlin-s-subversion-operations.pdf
52 Manipulatori, NA FAKTTECH ZALEZI, Last accessed on 2 July, at: https://manipulatori.cz/
53 http://www.factczech.cz/
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Key findings of the study
Selection of the media outlets and the survey sample
This study is based on interviews (a survey and semi-structured discussions) with 10 journalists from
eight media outlets: one nation-wide public TV; two nation-wide daily newspapers; one regional
daily; one online newspaper; one weekly; and one nation-wide public radio. Fifty % of respondents
were editors and 50 % were journalists. There were no respondents younger than 25 or older than
50: 87.5 % were between 36-50 years, 12.5 % were younger (26-35 years).
Only one online outlet took part in the survey, however its importance and impact is significant as it
represents one of the most read on-line news websites in the country. It regularly reports on EUrelated topics. The selection also took into consideration the geographic/regional factor. While the
majority of represented media was based in capital Prague, one regional media outlet was based in
Brno. Selected media outlets also varied in their thematic orientation (e.g. while the first nation-wide
daily newspaper covers broad scale of topics from politics and economy to various social, cultural,
sports and hobby issues, the second one concentrates more on issues connected with economy
and politics) as well as their ownership structure (two of the included media outlets are public;
among the private media are members of the biggest Czech media groups and publishing houses,
MAFRA a.s. group,54 Economia a.s.55 publishing house, as well as Vltava Labe Media a.s.). We tried
to include into the survey the biggest media with substantial share in Czech media market (e.g.
public TV with around 30% share in ratings in the Czech Republic; public radio with almost 25%
share in ratings in the Czech Republic, one of the best-selling Czech nationwide daily newspaper or
one of the most read Czech weekly).

Sources of Information
The first area of the research included the composition of the particular media outlet and the number
of journalists who regularly cover EU-related topics. In the survey, the majority of respondents (37.5
%) said that two journalists regularly cover EU-related topics (this was typical especially in case of
printed media, e.g. nationwide dailies, regional dailies and the weekly). Two media outlets (the online
news portal and the nationwide daily) that share the same owner reported that four journalists on
each staff cover EU-related topics. The representatives of the national public radio stated that there
are at least three journalists covering EU-related topics in Prague and one journalist works directly
in Brussels. The editor from the public TV stated that there are 10 journalists covering EU-related
topics from time to time, which illustrates the significant emphasis that the Czech public TV puts on
this particular problem. The next stage of research was to explore the language abilities of particular
journalists and editors. The survey showed that all of the respondents were able to read in English
and 50 % also read in German, compared to 37.5 % who were able to read Russian and 25 % who
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MAFRA a.s. was bought by Agrofert in 2013, which was owned, that time, by current Czech Prime Minister Andrej
Babiš.
55 Economia a.s. is owned by Czech businessman Zdeněk Bakala.
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could read in French. The rest of the answers were individual, including the ability to read in Italian,
Irish and Serbian.
The research also covered the sources of information that the Czech journalist frequently use when
covering the EU-related topics. All of the respondents stated that they used international press
agencies (like Reuters, AP etc.), press releases of public institutions and sources that particularly
focus on the EU affairs (e.g. Euractiv.com) as their sources of data. They said they use data from
Czech news agencies to a lesser extent—87.5 % of respondents regularly used the local press
agencies. One respondent mentioned foreign media as a data source (e.g. The Economist, FT etc.)
and one named other sources coming from the local government, diplomats (other than the press
releases) and press releases issued by EU institutions. No one mentioned using Russian media. The
most frequent respondents for the Czech media when they covered EU-related issues were
representatives and officials of the Czech government (25 %), representatives of EU institutions (e.g.
MEPs)— also 25 , experts (25 %) and diplomats (12.5 %). One of the respondents answered he
always used a combination of respondents, depending on the topic.
According to the participants of the survey, the most reliable respondents are the representatives of
the EU institutions and the diplomats. In the survey, the journalists and editors evaluated the reliability
of the representatives of the EU institutions and the diplomats on a five-point scale with the marks
ranging from 1 (I fully trust) to 5. Most sources were graded as 2 (“somewhat trust”) “two”. In the
semi-structured interview, one of the respondents (representing a national printed daily) answered
that it is always better to seek first-hand information concerning the EU-related issues directly at the
source in the European Commission or European Parliament rather than depend on any of the
sources based in the Czech Republic. He also praised the level of expertise of respondents who
represent the EU institutions.
The representatives of Czech media gave similar high marks of trust to experts and NGOs. The
Czech government was also assessed as a trustworthy authority (most respondents gave the
government a mark 2, some gave it a mark 3 ). The reliability of the representatives of the other
international organizations (besides of the EU) was evaluated as average (most gave them a mark
3, one respondent evaluated them with a mark 2). The members of the Czech Parliament belong to
the least reliable actors (the most frequent mark was 3, only one respondent evaluated the Parliament
with a mark 2 and two respondents gave them a mark 4). The participants of the survey evaluated
the Czech President as the least reliable respondent concerning the EU affairs. Majority of the
respondents evaluated the reliability of the president with a mark 3 and there were two respondents
who evaluated him with a mark 5 (I do not trust at all). Two respondents gave him a mark 4.
The majority of respondents (87.5 %) said they obtained information from ministries and
governmental departments when reporting on EU-related topics. Seventy-five percent said they used
the Czech Parliament and its members as sources of data. Fifty percent of respondents turned to
representatives of regional governments and local municipalities. A little over a third of respondents
(37.5 %) have turned to the president and his office. Just one respondent said he/she interviewed
the Permanent Representation of the Czech Republic to the EU. (In the semi-structured follow-up
interview, the respondent noted that the Permanent Representation in Brussels works well as a
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source of information, but sometimes the journalists met with distrust and caution due to some bad
experience with misinterpretation of the information by Czech media.)
As for Brussels-based information sources and representatives of EU institutions, the respondents
in semi-structured interviews mostly agreed that it was important to keep and foster long-term, even
personal-based contacts. The better the contacts, the more important people you know in “Brussels,”
the better the information. Therefore, it is often a great advantage for a media outlet to have their own
“man or woman in Brussels” and, even if he or she returns to the Czech Republic, their contacts and
language abilities may represent an advantage for the outlet. Unfortunately, the former “network” of
Brussels-based reporters that represented Czech media was significantly reduced after the financial
crisis and the end of the Czech EU Presidency in 2009. For the majority of Czech (especially private)
media, it is not a priority (neither financial nor “political”) to have a permanent reporter in Brussels
any more. According to the respondent, the local situation is a lot different in case of such agencies
like Reuters, which have more than 20 people in Brussels. According of the interviews, they ended
the practice of keeping a long-term presence of the reporters in Brussels due to mostly economical
(financial) concerns but, in some cases, it was also a strategic decision (i.e. the question of thematic
priorities).
In the survey, all of the respondents declared that they obtain data from non-governmental
organizations. Most frequently they named the following Czech organizations: European Values
(three respondents), Association for International Affairs (two respondents), individual respondents
named also Europeum, B&P Research, Transparency International, People in Need, Nesehnutí,
Children of the Earth and Sinopsis. European Values, Association for International Affairs and
Europeum represent think tanks with headquarters in Prague (Europeum has also an office in
Brussels). They focus on analyses, seminars, conferences and projects connected with politics,
international relations and European affairs (B&P Research), People in Need, Children of the Earth
and Nesehnutí represent NGOs that focus mostly on human rights and/or environmental issues. All
of the respondents also said that they received data from various international organizations, when
they worked with topics related to the EU. Fifty percent answered that they always used data from
international organizations (this answer was typical for the representatives of the national public TV
and radio and for the weekly), 50 % said that they used IOs as the sources of information from time
to time (this answer was typical for printed dailies, both nationwide and regional and for online
media).
The survey also revealed that the internet is an important source for journalists when reporting about
EU affairs. All of the respondents answered they always used the internet “when I am working with
topics concerning the EU”. They mostly used internet sources in the English and Czech language.
The majority of the respondents said they never used Russian internet sources, two respondents
(representing a printed daily and an online outlet) stated that they have used Russian internet
sources, but very rarely. Four respondents answered that they sometimes used internet sources in
other languages (besides of English, Czech and Russian, but without specification). One of the
respondents answered that he used internet sources in another language more than in English,
Czech or Russian. Most respondents said they used websites of Czech governmental institutions
(100 % of respondents), social media such as Facebook, twitter, etc. (87.5 % of respondents), official
websites of the EU and its institutions (75 %) and the websites of the NGOs (62.5 %). They used
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websites of other international organizations (37.5 %) and blogs (37.5 %) less frequently. Only two
respondents said that they used embassies’ websites when working on the EU-related topics.

EU-related topics in Czech media
Next part of the research concerned EU-related topics that the participants covered. All of the
respondents of the survey declared that EU-related topics that concern the Czech Republic and
various dimensions of its relation to the EU are the most common. The second most frequent topics
included migration (75 %) and various economy-related topics (e.g. connected with the European
Monetary Union and Eurozone, working of the internal market etc. 75%). Less frequent topics include
EU foreign policy and the relations of the EU with third countries (37.5 %). Only two respondents
answered that they frequently cover topics connected with the other EU member states and their
relations with the EU. On the other hand, when we asked about the real frequency of publishing or
broadcasting reports on the particular topics are covered, the results were a bit different and
sometimes even contradictory. For instance, EU foreign policy and EU relations with third countries
were marked by some media as frequently covered (on a daily or every other day basis), especially
by national public TV, radio and one of the national print dailies. On the other hand, this topic was
evaluated as less frequently covered (once or several times a month) by online media, one of the
national print dailies, the regional daily and the weekly.
Most of the respondents evaluated the topic of the Czech Republic and the EU as the most frequently
addressed (every day or every other day). However, the regional media report on this topic only
once or several times a month. Another very frequent addressed topics by the media are economyrelated issues (EMU and Eurozone, internal market, etc.). The majority of the respondents said they
reported on these topics every other day or so. Migration is among the frequently covered topics;
most respondents declared that it was covered every other day or once a week. This answer was
typical especially for representatives from online media and the national public radio. On the other
hand, the representative from the public TV declared that in spite of frequent (almost daily) coverage
of EU-related topics (the Czech Republic and the EU, other EU countries, EU foreign policy), the
topic of migration is addressed less frequently (about once a week). The regional daily and the
weekly published reports on this issue less frequently. Reports on other EU member states and their
relations with the EU were frequently reported on nationwide public TV and radio (every day or every
other day). National print dailies, regional daily and the weekly reported on these topics more rarely
(max. several times a month).
The respondents were also asked to name the most frequently reported EU-related topics in recent
weeks and months. Most frequently they named Brexit, the recent European Parliament elections
and migration. The other answers often reflected the interests and orientation of the particular media
outlets. The respondents representing national public radio also named Hungary-EU relations and
the Italian-EU conflict over the budget. Respondents representing the nationwide printed daily that
focuses mostly on economic issues named the Eurozone and integration within the Eurozone. The
representative of the regional daily with headquarters in Brno (South Moravia) named EU financial
support for infrastructure projects and EU decisions that influence wine producers in the region. The
representative of the nationwide public TV named EU-US relations and disputes and the relations
between France and Italy. The representative of the national print daily mentioned food security (in
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connection with the import of contaminated meat to the Czech Republic) and the developments with
the Chinese Huawei company and the response on an EU level. The representative of the online
medium mentioned the general topic of EU funds and financial support, in addition to other frequent
topics like Brexit and migration. Only one of the respondents— the representative of the weekly—
mentioned the 10-year anniversary of the Czech presidency in the EU. That may be due to the nature
of this outlet, which focuses more on general, reflexive and more comprehensive topics than shortterm news.
Figure 1: List of the topics covered last week/month.
Dispute between the EU and USA
Food safety ("Polish Beef")
Relations between France and Italy
100 th anniversary of Czech EU presidency
EU decisions that influence regional wine producers
EU finanical support for infrastructure
EU and the case of Huawei
Europzone and its integration
Hungary and the EU
European Commission
Eu and the problem with Italy's budget
Migration
EP elections
EU financial support
Brexit

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
4

The respondents were also asked, what the most important EU-related topics were (in their view) in
2018. They named Brexit (mentioned by five), migration (mentioned by four) and the growth of
populism, nationalism and anti-systemic movements (mentioned by three) as the most important
topics. Again, the other, less frequent answers reflected the orientation of the particular media outlet.
The respondent representing the national print daily that focuses mostly on economic issues named
the stagnation of further integration. The representative of the regional daily, which focuses more on
the everyday effects of EU legislation on policy issues, named General Data Protection Regulation
and the possible influence of changes of the EU legislation on the working of social media and
networks. Another respondent named the Posted Workers Directive and the representative of the
online outlet mentioned again the general topic of EU funds and financial support. The representative
of the nationwide public TV named persisting divisions between the “older” and “newer” member
states within the EU and EU relations with the USA and China. One respondent did not answer openended questions.
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Figure 2: List of the most important EU-related topics

Relations between the EU and the USA

1

Relations between the EU and China

1

Persisting divisions between the old and new EU members

1

EU funds and financial support

1

Posted Workers Directive

1

Legislative changes that may influence the operation of…

1

GDPR

1

Stagnation of the efforts for further integration

1

Growth of populism/nationalism/anti-systemic movements

3

Migration and/or immigration

4

Brexit

5

The respondents were also asked about the expected EU-related topics, which they will cover in the
following months of 2019. They mostly named Brexit (noted by four respondents) and EP elections
(noted by three respondents). The other frequently named topics were the process of searching for
a new Czech secretary of EU affairs; EU funds and financial support, especially infrastructure
building (the answer of the representative of the regional daily); political situation in the EU in general
and relations between the EU and other world powers.
This part of the research showed the relative dominance of the topic of Brexit as well as (to a certain
extent) migration in Czech media in recent months, in combination with the temporal, (at that time)
upcoming topics like the EP elections. One of the “timeless” topics that is connected with the EU
(and EU relations to the Czech Republic) is the issue of EU funds and financial support, which is
important in light of regional problems (like the topics of EU financial support for infrastructure or
farmers). Another important group of topics concern particular EU legislation (like GDPR, Posted
Workers Directive or legislation influencing social media in the EU). The coverage of this topic often
depends on the particular orientation of the outlet. Public media (TV and to a lesser extent the radio)
frequently cover topics that the private media consider less important or interesting (in comparison
with the dominant topic of the EU and the Czech Republic). They include topics connected with EU
foreign policy, relations between the EU and other world powers or specific topics connected with
EU member states and their relations with the EU or their mutual relations.
Both the survey and the semi-structured interviews showed the importance and popularity of EUrelated topics that are somehow connected with the Czech Republic (Czech “European” policy;
negotiations of the representatives of the Czech Republic in “Brussels” etc.). In the semi-structured
interviews we also asked about the coverage and the topics connected with the European
Neighborhood policy and the Eastern Partnership. The respondents representing the national media
(especially the press and radio) answered that they try to report about the countries in the EU´s
neighborhood (especially the Eastern Europe and Balkans), but these topics are covered more by
the online media than by the press. The Eastern Partnership countries are often covered by the
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media in connection with the topics of democratization and human rights, and in connection with
security and security situation in the region. This concerns especially Ukraine and the Ukrainian
crisis as the most frequently reported topic. According to one respondent representing Czech
national print daily, Georgia has not been covered very frequently and when covered, the reports
were often connected with security issues and the country’s aspirations to enter NATO and also the
EU.

Challenges faced by journalists
Another part of the research concerned the media outlets’ policies and problems journalists face
when covering EU-related topics. In the survey, the majority of the respondents said they have not
experienced any substantial challenges when covering EU-related topics (62.5 %). Twenty-five
percent of the respondents answered that they struggle with the access to relevant sources of
information (this answer was typical for the representatives of the regional daily and the online
media). The same number of the respondents said they struggle with the lack of human resources
at the media outlet (this response came from one of the nationwide printed dailies and a weekly). A
representative of an online medium complained of respondents who are not willing to provide
relevant information. And one respondent representing a weekly identified the lack of time that he
could devote to the EU-related topics as one of the most important problems. In the semi-structured
interview, one of the respondents (representing a nationwide daily) noted that covering EU-related
topics is time-consuming. According to him, good coverage of these topics requires systematic
study and writing about them for a longer time. The topics are often complicated and complex, with
specific language and professional slang. In addition, they often combine legal, economic and
various political aspects. It is an advantage if a journalist who covers EU-related topics spends some
time in Brussels and develops some contacts who can be used as reliable information sources.
In the survey as well as in the semi-structured interviews, we also asked about the process of
preparing the content and selecting the topics to be covered and which topics should be prioritized.
The majority of the survey respondents (62.5 %) stated that EU-related topics are priorities for their
respective outlets. Twenty-five percent answered that they were more or less priority topics. One
respondent representing a regional daily said EU-related topics are not a priority for the media outlet.
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Figure 3: Are EU-related topics promoted by your media outlet’s editorial policy?

12.5%
Yes
25%

More or less promoted
62.5%
Not promoted at all

The majority of the respondents, 62.5 %, said that topics connected with the EU were a regular part
of their outlets’ agenda and the journalists tried to report on all of them. Just over a third, 37.5 %,
answered that the journalists reported on EU-related topics only when they were topical and
important (these were typical answers for the representatives of the regional daily, the weekly and
one of the nationwide printed dailies).
In the semi-structured interviews, the respondents often answered that usually the newsworthiness
determined the coverage of a particular issue. These answers were typical for respondents
representing printed dailies. But also respondents representing other types of printed media (e.g.
the weekly) answered that topics to be reported should represent a tendency that is worth covering
(e.g. Brexit and the connected topics or economic topics that are more or less related to the interests
of the Czech Republic and have a certain impact on the country). Of course, the selection of
particular topics were strongly influenced by the orientation of the particular medium, e.g. the
national print daily with a special focus on economic issues would more frequently cover EU-related
topics that are connected with economy, Czech economy, business, etc. In connection with the EU,
both the weekly magazine and sometimes the dailies focus on stories that talk about on the people
and their experiences or stories that overlap with broad themes such as the growth of populism,
Euroscepticism or nationalism in CEE countries, depending on the particular orientation of the
medium. This strategy was aimed at bringing the often complicated EU-related issues closer to the
readers.

Russia’s anti-EU propaganda
The last part of our research was devoted to the topic of anti-EU propaganda and/or Russian antiEU propaganda, Czech media representatives’ awareness of these issues as well as how important
they view these trends to be.
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The majority of the respondents (87.5 %) answered that there are no rules (written or unwritten) in
their media outlet concerning using Russian sources. Journalists can decide on their own whether
to use them or not. Only one respondent answered that there were certain rules (unwritten and
otherwise) at his media outlet that Russian sources shouldn’t be used to cover EU-related topics.
Half of the respondents said they knew that Russian anti-EU propaganda exists and that they
understand the implications of this phenomenon. Over a third, 37.5 %, of respondents said they
knew something about it but would like to have more information. Slightly over ten % of the
respondents, 12.5 %, said they did not have any information about this phenomenon. The next
question concerned the topics, which (according to the respondents) dominate Russia’s anti-EU
propaganda. The question was not answered by all of the respondents. Those who responded
named the following topics: migration; Russia’s effort to artificially exaggerate disputes among EU
countries; Russian efforts to exaggerate the dissatisfaction of the Europeans with the EU as an
organization; demonization of Germany; false information about the situation in particular countries;
portrayal of the EU as a new project for the subjugation and occupation of Europe (EU as a “prison
of nations”); EU as a project of the Islamization of Europe; and the EU as project that aims to destroy
traditional values.
Figure 4: Can you name one - two topics which are (in your view) domineering in Russia’s anti-EU
propaganda?
EU as a project aimed at the destruction of traditional
values

1

EU as a project of islamization of Europe

1

EU as a new project of the occupation of Europe

1

Manipulative news and fake news about the situation in
particular EU states

1

Demonization of Germany

1

Artificial exaggeration of the dissatisfaction of the EU
citizens with the EU as an organization

1

Artificial exaggeration of the disputes among the EU
member states

1

Migration

1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6
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1
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Over a third (37.5 %) of respondents said they discussed the topic of Russian anti-EU propaganda
with their colleagues when the topic resonated in social and political discourse. Twenty-five percent
of respondents said they discussed the topic several times a week and 25 % of respondents said
they discussed the topic several times a month. One respondent stated that he never discussed this
topic. The participants of the survey said that in order to deepen their knowledge about the topic of
propaganda, they mostly studied relevant materials online (87.5 %). Twenty-five percent of
respondents turned to their colleagues for additional information and 25 % of respondents read
relevant literature and articles. Individual respondents said they have attended workshops and
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trainings organized by the NGOs, international organizations and/or governmental organizations.
One respondent answered that he does not do any of these activities.
As for the fight against Russia’s anti-EU propaganda, more than a half of the respondents (about 57
%) said mainly the government and politicians should be responsible for it. Almost 43 % of
respondents stated that the EU itself, civil society and/or media themselves should be responsible
for it. Nearly a third—28.6 %—of respondents said diplomats should take part in this fight. An equal
percentage (28.6 %) said universities should handle it. One respondent said the private sector
should be responsible for the fight against Russian anti-EU propaganda, one respondent said the
general public should be responsible and one respondent did not answer this question.
We tried to explore the phenomenon and the problem of disinformation in the semi-structured
interviews, as well. According to one of the respondents who represented a nationwide printed daily,
disinformation is especially prevalent in the media outlets that cater to these types of stories. In
reputable press outlets—ones that do not target sensationalism—journalists were often able to
recognize disinformation and fake news (often even on the basis of some bombastic or unrealistic
headline) and avoid them as a source of information, according to the respondent. As the basic
principles to avoid anti-EU propaganda and disinformation, the respondents of the semi-structured
interviews named the necessity to work only with reputable foreign language media and sources
(one of the respondents explicitly pointed to Sputnik as an example of a medium that should be
avoided as a reliable source of information). But also in the case of some West European media, the
respondents recommended a certain level of caution. One respondent mentioned the example of
some British media (like e.g. Daily Mail) that sometimes published false information about a new EU
regulation that was reprinted by Czech media. Later on, the British daily published a disclaimer, but
that was not published by the particular Czech media. The respondents also recommended a certain
“dose of caution” when working with social media and networks (like Twitter).
The findings of this part of the research show that Czech media professionals are aware of anti-EU
propaganda, although some of the respondents said they needed more information about it. Some
respondents were more cautious about this topic, saying they did not know anything about this
phenomenon, or they did not answer some of the questions at all. There were also interesting
answers to the question concerning the most frequent topics of (Russian) anti-EU propaganda. The
respondents mostly named the efforts of Russia to exaggerate the dissatisfaction of the EU citizens
with the organization as such and to exaggerate disputes among the member states (including the
interesting topic of the demonization of Germany in the Czech milieu). They also named the portrayal
of the current formation of the EU as a new “occupant” of European nations as well as an organization
that aims to destroy traditional values and supports the Islamization of Europe. Survey participants
said they mostly relied on internet, relevant literature and information from their colleagues to learn
more about anti-EU propaganda. Only individual respondents declared that they attend workshops
or trainings. The last question appeared to underscore the high rate of confidence that the
participants of the survey have in the government, the representatives of the EU itself and its
institutions, and towards diplomats. Like in the case of the questions about the reliability of particular
respondents, the participants said the responsibility for the fight against anti-EU propaganda fell to
the government (and the politicians), the EU itself, civil society and diplomats. Almost 43 % of
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respondents also stated that media outlets should take more responsibility for the fight against
Russian propaganda and anti-EU propaganda.

Other relevant challenges and recommendations
In the semi-structured interviews we also asked respondents to generally describe the situation in
Czech media in terms of the coverage of, and interest in, EU-related topics as well as the most
pressing problems they face with such reporting. The results indicated the situation is more complex
than the impression left by the survey, which stands to reason due to the limitations of the survey
format.
We often heard that the situation is difficult. Some respondents criticized the online media and their
tendencies to “reprint” large chunks of information or even entire articles concerning EU-related
topics from other sources. In the best case (according to one respondent) they often take the texts
from the Czech Press Agency (ČTK), which are often written in an austere style that discourages the
readers and confirms the existing prejudices and stereotypes. The stereotypes are that the EU is a
bureaucratic, highly complicated and purposely incomprehensible organization and EU-related
issues are boring and uninteresting. One of the respondents identified the problem of Czech
journalists’ language skills. According to him, the majority of Czech journalists are not able to read
information in foreign languages other than English (which was partially, but not fully, confirmed also
by the survey), which limits their ability to access data and information that is available in the other
EU languages (German, French etc.).
Another problem, which was already mentioned above, was that many Czech media stopped hiring
Brussels-based reporters, and now they often struggle with the lack of competent people who are
able to inform and write about the EU-related topics in an interesting and reader-friendly (but not
trivial) way. One of the respondents also named the negative role of Czech politicians as one of the
major obstacles. According to him, the political pressure to provide “balanced information” and
reporting forces even the public media to “artificially” balance positive information about the EU with
the criticism, which sometimes even paradoxically distorts reality because the audience often
devotes more attention to the critical and negative information than to positive reports. One of the
respondents also criticized the lack of engagement and relative passivity of academia and
universities, which are not willing to to actively influence public opinion, out of a sense of caution and
fear that others will accuse them of being politicized.
Are there any remedies? One of the respondents noted that in this situation, paradoxically, focusing
more on EU topics might allow a particular medium to distinguish itself from other, “mainstream”
media. On the other hand, the particular medium must accept the fact, that these topics will never
be the most popular among readers and that they will seldom “make the headlines.” The last
recommendation was that journalists should learn to simplify the information and make it more
accessible for the reader. But at the same time, they should avoid excessive trivialization and the
distortion of the information. This is not easy, of course, and it requires a degree of training and as
well as a deeper knowledge of a particular topic.
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Slovakia
Slovakia’s media environment
Slovakia has a population of around 5.5 million, which makes it the smallest media market in the
Visegrad 4 countries (V4). The development of the media environment has been similar to its V4
neighbors, especially to the Czech Republic, with a few very important distinctions. As it will be clear
later, the Slovak media market is quite closely tied with the Czech one—not only due to the relatively
similar language and lack of language barrier for people born before 1993, but also due to the
ownership structures: a number of Czech media groups own also media in Slovakia.
Slovakia joined the EU on May 1, 2004—together with its neighbors from V4 countries. The country’s
development was different only in terms of NATO integration. Slovakia joined NATO five years later
than the rest of the V4 countries, on March 29, 2004 (the rest of the V4 joined at the beginning of
1999). This was due to a period of semi-authoritarian attempts in Slovak internal politics in the 1990s
which had some kind of affinity towards Russia. This detour is important as this period shaped the
basis of the Slovakia media environment too. State media, especially the national TV, served as the
media outlet of that government with the sole aim to “mend” the public image of the power structures.
The privately-owned media were pro-Western, pro-EU and seen as a counter weight to the state-run
propaganda. This experience affected the trust of people in media following the political changes at
the end of the 1990s. State-run public TV and radio had to fight to regain the trust of their audiences.
They were successful; by 2016 Slovak state media were perceived as trustworthy, independent and
of good quality.
According to the most recent study by the Center for Media, Data and Society of the Central
European University, Slovaks are avid news consumers, with almost two thirds of the population
reading news portals, newspapers or news magazines. The growing access to the internet has
affected how people consume news: today over 80 % of the population use the internet, which is a
big leap from less than 30 % in the beginning of the 2010s.56
When analysing the Slovak media environment after February 2018, one has to take into
consideration the murder of investigative journalist Jan Kuciak, who worked for the web portal
Aktuality.sk and was found shot dead. Jan had been reporting on a number of big corruption cases
that often led right to the highest echelons of the Slovak politics. In reaction to the murder, people
started mass protests against the government, the biggest since the demonstrations that deposed
the Communist regime in Czechoslovakia in 1989. The prime minister, the minister of interior and the
head of the police force had to step down, as did a number of other state officials and politicians.
Slovak media market:
Slovak media market is quite diverse.
There are two main news and press agencies: one state-owned TASR (Press Agency of the Slovak
Republic) and one private SITA (Slovak Information and Press Agency).
Four main TV groups:
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State-owned RTVS (Radio-Television of the Slovak Republic) that includes the main stateowned radio broadcast and provides 2 TV channels within the group.

Then there are three main private TV groups:





Markíza (owned by the American media group CME57—Time Warner is a minority shareholder
in the group), the most viewed TV in Slovakia at the moment, providing 4 TV channels;
JOJ (owned by the JOJ Media House, which is part of the Slovak financial group J&T), it is
the second most viewed TV station, providing 6 TV channels;
The news TV - TA3 (owned by the Slovak Grafobal Group).
Apart from that, there are a number of smaller local/regional TV stations that are broadcasting
regionally and one religious TV channel – TV Lux owned and run by the Roman Catholic
Church), that broadcasts nationally via cable as well as satellite.

There are a number of radio stations, out of which most notable with the nation-wide broadcasting
are:
Radio Television of the Slovak Republic is the public broadcaster. The most listened to private radio
station is the Radio Expres, owned by the German Bauer Media Group. The next most popular is
Fun Radio, owned privately by Boris Kollár, a multimillionaire and leader of an opposition,
parliamentary political party, “Sme Rodina” (We are the Family). Europa 2, owned by the Czech
Media Invest, comes next in the rankings, followed by radio stations Jemné and Antena Rock (both
owned by the Slovak financial group J&T).
In print media, there are four main quality dailies: The oldest daily Pravda, owned by the Perex group,
has the largest circulation. The daily SME (owned by the Petit Press with the minority owner - Slovak
financial group Penta) comes next, followed by the daily Hospodárske noviny (owned by the Czech
MAFRA group, which is part of the trust fund of the current Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babiš).
Both dailies are economically oriented quality papers. Finally, there is the liberal, center-right daily
Denník N, which is independently run although the majority of the shares are held by the founders of
the Slovak IT company, ESET.
The two main tabloid newspapers are Nový Čas, published by the German Ringer Axel Springer
publishing house, and Plus jeden deň, owned by the News and Media Holding of the Slovak finance
group Penta. The same group also publishes tabloid weekly Plus sedem dní.
Internet portals are usually based around all above-mentioned dailies, and those websites are
generally the most frequently visited portals. The most visited is sme.sk, followed by Aktuality.sk, an
online news and publicity portal owned by ethnic German Ringier Axel Springer. Generally, more
people in Slovakia are reading online news content, while traditional newspapers are losing readers.

Alternative media and disinformation
The above-mentioned media outlets are the traditional, standard media or so-called “mainstream
media.” In addition, there is a growing community of so-called “alternative media,” which started to
appear in the media market after 2014. The majority of them are internet-based. They feature
conspiracy theories, fake news, disinformation, hate speech and are almost exclusively all proRussian. They also support anti-system political parties, often work with extreme right-wing topics
and praise the World War II-era Nazi puppet “Slovak state.” Among the most notable “alternative
media” outlets are the radio station “Slobodný vysielač,” the monthly magazine “Zem a Vek,” and
online portals “Hlavné správy”, zvedavec.org, protiprudu.org.
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One worrying trend is that the disinformation and hate speech portals are mushrooming and
becoming more popular, particularly with younger people. The online disinformation industry is
thriving. For example “Zem a Vek,” one of the most popular bogus sites, earned over 404,000 EUR
in 2017.58

Key Results of the Survey
Altogether the representatives of three TV stations, one radio station, four daily newspapers and one
weekly newspaper, two news portals and two news agencies’ representatives were included in the
survey.
It should be noted that only the so-called “standard media” were surveyed and interviewed.
"Standard media" implies the media outlets that have a set editorial policy, verify sources and
produce original reporting or analysis based on facts that they try to verify and validate by using
fact-checking standards. Alternative media were not included in this research. Altogether four editors
and nine journalists were included in the study. Nearly 77 % of those interviewed belonged to the
age group from 26 – 35 years old and little over 23 % was between 36 and 50 years old. Later, four
editors were selected for semi-structured interviews. The interview sample consisted of one editor of
a daily with one of the biggest circulations, one editor from the online portal of another major Slovak
daily, an editor from the public radio broadcaster and a representative of the private news television.
All of these media outlets, which represent the largest mainstream media outlets in the county, have
at minimum of two—and maximum of 12—journalists tasked to work on EU-related topics.
All interviewed media representatives said they understand and/or speak English, which helped
them use foreign sources to follow news and developments about the EU (over 92% of surveyed
media representatives prefer international news agencies). Apart from English, almost every member
of the survey (13 respondents) spoke a second, and sometimes even third, foreign language
(including French, Russian, German, Hungarian and Georgian). Czech is spoken by all 13 and is not
perceived as a foreign language.

Sources of Information
Over 84 % of the media representatives indicated that they use Slovak and also Czech sources when
reporting about EU- related issues. Over 92 % of respondents used sources that report specifically
about the EU affairs, such as EurActive, followed by news provided by the public institutions (76.9%).
All other sources mentioned were relatively less significant, including sources such as NGOs, Twitter,
the official outputs of European institutions, Eurostat, etc. The survey showed that Slovak media do
not use Russian sources when reporting on EU-related issues.
When specifically asked about NGOs/think-tanks as sources of information, 61.5 % (eight media
outlets) of respondents said they consulted NGOs/think-tanks when preparing an article or news
piece. Around 38.5 % (five media outlets) said they did not consult NGOs/think-tanks at all. Media
outlets said they did consult with NGOs/think-tanks were then asked to list up to three NGOs/thinktanks that they used often as a source for their reporting on EU affairs. Seven responded: six listed
GLOBSEC or GLOBSEC Policy Institute (Slovak) as their first choice, followed by four media outlets
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that listed the Slovak Foreign Policy Association, three listed EurActive (Slovak), two named
Europeum (Czech) and European Values (Czech) and one mentioned Visegrad Insight (V4-wide),
Člověk v tísni (Czech) and the Slovak Security Policy Institute.
Slovakia is an EU member country and the Slovak media report on EU-related issues on a regular,
often daily, basis. If there is an important event taking place concerning the EU, media
representatives said they have reported on the developments multiple times a day. As already noted,
Slovak journalists said they used foreign information agencies, especially well-known Western
agencies to follow EU developments. When asked about domestic sources for information about EUrelated topics, most respondents said they used information provided by government ministries,
followed by information provided by the parliament.
Slightly half of the survey respondents, 46.2 %, said they interview experts, compared to 38.5 %,
who indicated they spoke to representatives of the EU and 15.4 % who mentioned representatives
of the national government.
Figure 1: When you cover the EU-related issue, who is your most frequent respondents?

Government

15%

Representatives of the EU (MEPs,
representatives of other EU institutions)

0%

Representatives of other international
organizations
46%

Diplomatic corpse
Civil society

39%
Experts
President
Parliament

The journalists were also asked about their trust towards the sources listed in the Figure 2. They were
invited to attribute rate the sources from one to five (one being very trustworthy). The most trusted
source was Representatives of the EU (MEPs, or other EU institutions), which received the highest
mark, one, from seven out of 13 surveyed journalists. Diplomatic Corps came in second, with six
respondents ranking it as a one on the scale, followed by experts and representatives of international
institutions (given five "1" marks). The least trustworthy was the parliament (or its members), given
three "4" ranks, which indicated it is viewed as mostly untrustworthy. The government received
average marks, a "3," from eight out of the 13 surveyed.
Up to 92.3 %of the respondents use the internet every time they reported on an EU-related issue.
The most frequently used online sources were English-language sites (10 respondents used them
all the time, two used them from time to time, and one respondent did not use English sources at all).
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The survey took a deeper look into the type of online sources Slovak journalist used when working
on EU-related topics. The websites of the EU structures were used by all surveyed journalists (100%),
followed by social media such as Facebook and Twitter (92.3%), websites of government institutions
and websites of other international institutions (both used by 76.9 %of respondents), followed by
websites of CSOs/think-tanks (53.8%) and blogs (15.4%). The least used online source were
websites of embassies accredited to Slovakia (7.7%).
The interviews took place on the first anniversary of the murder of Jan Kuciak and his fiancée. All
interviewees agreed that public attitudes improved towards the media changed after the murders.

The EU related topics in Slovak media outlets
In the second part of the survey, the questions focused the types of EU issues the journalists reported
on regularly. The aim of the survey was also to get a better understanding of what, if any, obstacles
exist for journalists while covering EU-related developments. The survey also sought to understand
if an internal editorial policy guiding reporting on these issues existed at the surveyed media outlets.
The respondents were asked to select the EU related topics they cover mostly. They were to select
three options from five pre-selected topics: Foreign policy of the EU; Slovakia in the EU; Other EU
member states; Economic issues connected with the EU (such as EMU, EUR, internal market, EFTA
– EC relations etc.) and migration to the EU. Finally, they had the option to suggest a different topic,
which two journalists did. They listed “climate change” (1) and “Brexit” (1) as topics they reported
on regularly. The results can be seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Which EU related topics do you cover mostly (check up to 3):
The EU foreign policy
Slovakia
Other EU member states
Exocomic issues connected to the EU
Migration to the EU
Brexit
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After that journalists were asked to specify on a scale from “every day” through “every other day”,
“once a week”, “several times a week”, “once a month” and “several times a month” how often they
covered EU-related topics. The most reported topic according to the survey was EU foreign policy,
which was reported on at least sometimes and, at times, even every other day—e.g. during important
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EU high-level meeting or summit. The least reported option was “economic issues connected to the
EU."
When asked to mention three topics which the journalists covered in the past week/month, the most
frequently mentioned was Brexit, reflecting the major contention about the case inside the EU (eight
out of 13 journalists). The next topic addressed by the media was the change of the EU presidency
country (mentioned by three journalists), followed by the murder of the Polish mayor (mentioned by
two respondents). Other topics were mentioned by one journalist each and were quite diverse:
European parliament elections and disinformation, migration and the Western Balkans, protests in
France (yellow vests), populism in the EU, Amnesty International’s Report on Women Rights, OSCE
mission to Ukraine, EU's Cooperation with Africa, the EU Budget, Russian disinformation, Italy’s
problems with the state budget, energy security of the EU, attack in France, the European banking
union and roaming prices in the EU.
Figure 3. List of the topics covered past week/month, 2018 (N)
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They were then asked to choose the three most important, EU-related topics of 2018. The top three
topics were: 1. Brexit, mentioned by 10 out of 13 journalists; 2. threats to the rule of law in the EU,
especially regarding Hungary and Poland (three interviewees); and 3. the political impact of the
migration (also three journalists). Other topics were mentioned by one interviewee each: the raise
of populism; EU plans to end seasonal time change; terrorism; preparations for the 2019 European
Parliament Elections; EU reform; Dual quality of food in the EU, the trade war with the US; the ECB
and changes in interests rates; forming the German Government after the elections; the EU's plans
to be carbon neutral by 2050; EU ban on single use plastics; Italian elections; strengthening of the
Union; the Russian information war; the multiyear financial framework; EU foreign policy; and the
impact of parliamentary elections in various EU countries and their impact on the EU.
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Figure 4. List of the main themes in 2018
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The journalists were also asked which EU-related topics they expected to work on in the nearest
future—in coming days or weeks.59 Most of them identified Brexit (seven out of 13) as the main topic
they would cover, followed by the upcoming European Parliamentary elections 2019 (four
interviewees), and migration to the EU (two journalists). Other options were mentioned by one
journalist each: decisions about the European Labour Agency; the state of the rule of law in Hungary
and Poland; the Romanian Presidency in the Council of the EU; EU reform; and disinformation. The
responses overlapped the reports they worked on in 2018, indicating that journalists are
systematically following some important socio-political issues.
In semi-structured interviews, the respondents noted that their media outlets have regularly covered
major EU initiatives and policies (e.g. GDPR, roaming ban, etc.). The interviewees said that they also
have reported regularly on high-level EU meetings. Most of the time, these events were reported on
when they had some connection to Slovakia. They often covered events connected with the V4
countries' relations with the EU. Slovakia often coordinates activities with its neighbours from the V4
countries, therefore the newsworthiness of these events for the media is quite logical.
The private media outlets do not have a correspondent in Brussels on a permanent basis to report
directly. The public Slovak Radio-Television does have one correspondent, as does the Slovak news
agency (TASR). Private media (especially TVs) send their editors to Brussels for important events to
report on the ground. Papers and online portals do not necessarily need a permanent presence in
Brussels but from time to time they send their journalists to Brussels too, especially to cover some
major events.

Newsroom routines in Slovak media outlets when reporting about the EU related
issues.
One of the main goals of the survey was also to understand what if any potential obstacles journalists
faced while reporting about EU-related topics. About 61 % of the survey respondents mentioned that
the lack of time was an obstacle to reporting on the EU more systematically. As much as 38.5 % said
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that, in their media outlet, there was a lack of the human resources to work more deeply on EU topics.
Over 30 % of the respondents said their editors or publishers were not interested in the topic, which
sometimes made it more difficult to push EU-related topics. Slightly less than a fourth of respondents,
23.1 %, said that they found reporting on the EU difficult due to the lack of knowledge and expertise
among the pool of possible interviewees. Over 14 %said they have not encountered any obstacles
when reporting about EU-related topics. Only 7.7 %complained that they had a hard time accessing
the relevant sources. Additionally, some respondents also mentioned a deficiency of information
about many EU-related topics in general. A few also stated that the topic was not interesting for
readers/viewers/listeners and, therefore, not a priority for the media outlet.
Based on the responses from the survey, EU-related topics were either supported (61.5 %) or more
or less promoted (38.5 %) by the editorial policy of the respondents' media outlet (Figure 5).
Figure 5: Are EU-related topics promoted by your media outlet’s editorial policy?
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61%
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At the same time, 76.9 % of the interviewed Slovak media outlets said EU-related issues were part
of their editorial agenda, however journalists reported on the topics only when they were newsworthy.
For 15.4 %of media outlets, EU-related issues were less of a priority for the editorial agenda and it
was up to the individual journalist to cover them. Only 7.7 % of media outlets in Slovakia stated that
EU-related issues were a part of their editorial agenda and the journalists reported on all EU-related
topics.
The biggest challenge when reporting on the EU related issues, identified by all interviewees in the
semi-structured interviews, was that EU topics were often very complicated to explain in the limited
space of a news-feed or radio/TV news’ spot. Experts and politicians often used bureaucratic and
technical language, which made the work of journalists even more complicated as they had to
simplify it for their readers. If a report was too complex, the audience loses interest in the topic. That
is a problem too, because Slovakia is part of the EU and EU policies affect people's daily life. On the
other hand, lack of detailed reporting creates space for populists and fake news providers to drive
the discussion with their own explanations of “what is going on over there in Brussels”.
Another challenge according to the interviewees was the fact that many journalists and politicians
lacked a deep understanding of the processes and policies. Some mentioned that politicians often
do not understand EU policies. One respondent said “they [the politicians] then say ‘half-truths’ when
asked about something concrete or, on the other hand, they understand it very well, but they lie or
use fake news just to support own populistic positions/narratives.
Audience ignorance about EU-related topics was closely connected with the readability of
news/articles about the EU. For online platforms, this attitude resulted in the lower “clickability” of
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such articles which, in turn, upset editors, who would no longer support covering these topics in the
future. Journalists had to work harder to make these topics more interesting and report on them in
an interesting way. The survey respondents said readers preferred stories—stories of concrete
persons— so it was always a good idea to explain the impact of the EU policy in terms of how it
affected one individual.
The journalists and editors were also asked how informed they felt they were about the EU-related
topics. Figure 7 shows that the absolute majority of them believed that they were more or less
informed (69.2%) or fully informed (30.8%). They also stayed informed on the latest developments in
the EU and they followed EU-related topics to stay up-to-date. They read about the topic on the
internet (92.3 % ), attended trainings and workshops organized by EU institutions (76.9%), read
expert literature on the topic, including magazines, journals and books (53.8%) or attended
workshops and training organized by NGOs and think-tanks (30.8%). They were also willing to
broaden their horizons by learning new information about: anti-EU propaganda (76.9 %); the EU
policies that concern Slovakia (69.2 %) and the working and functioning of EU institutions (61.5 % ).
The editorial policy in Slovak media outlets as well as factors that determined thematic priorities were
further discussed within the semi-structured interviews, which shed more light on the selection of
what will be covered.
Interviewed editors agreed that the recency, newsworthiness and speed are of crucial importance
in their work. In a TV and a radio, the news agenda is 24 hours and while reports may be repeated
throughout the day, old stories are replaced by newer developments. Most of reports are just a few
seconds long while larger topics are developed into a story with background visuals, interviews and
infographics. The most important topics can be developed into even larger formats, where an expert
is invited to speak live or over the phone and provide her/his view on the issue to make the topic
more interactive.
Some topics can be anticipated in advance and the journalist can prepare her/himself (e.g. big EU
summits, EU and NATO ministerials, high-level meetings etc.) but many things are reported on as
they occur. The priorities are always the most up-to-dated topics, the gravity of the topic and the
geographical proximity plays a role—the closer the event takes place to Slovakia, the higher chance
it will get covered by the media. Usually topics from the direct neighbourhood of Slovakia—i.e. V4
countries— have a priority, followed by developments that concern the rest of EU, world powers
such as the US, Russia, China and, finally, other countries/regions. There are also some topics that
Slovak journalists follow and develop over a longer period of time, e.g. the Catalonia referendum,
the situation in Ukraine etc.

Russia’s anti-EU propaganda
The interviewed media outlets in Slovakia seemed to be aware of the problem of propaganda and
disinformation and their journalists actively learned more about the topic out of their own interest and
for their own education. The editorial policy of Slovak media outlets seemed to be divided on the
issue of the "Russian sources“—53.8 % of media outlets’ representatives maintained that there were
certain rules (including unwritten ones) according to which the “Russian sources” shouldn’t be used
to cover EU-related topics. Whereas 46.2 % did not have any rule (including unwritten) and the
journalists were free to decide themselves whether to use “Russian sources” or not.
Slovak journalists seemed to be also aware of Russian anti-EU propaganda as 84.6 % of the
interviewed stated they were aware what it means and had knowledge about. The remaining 16.4 %
said they were somewhat aware of the anti-EU propaganda, but they would welcome more
information about the issue. The survey also asked them to provide an example of how Russia was
trying to influence the public with the anti-EU propaganda. The journalists and editors gave
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responses that varied narratives like the "decadent West" (e.g. homosexuality, feminism, divorces,
loss of "traditional" values") / liberal decadency / downfall of Western civilisation / how the West is
weak and decadent as opposed to the stabile Russia (listed by five interviewees); migration as a
driver of terrorism / exaggeration of crimes of migrants (three interviewees); Russian disinformation
around the Skripal case (two interviewees); disinformation concerning the Ukraine and the conflict
in Ukraine (two interviewees). Other examples mentioned by one interviewee included: amplifying
divisions over the Catalan Referendum in Spain; anti-NATO propaganda; legitimizing the voice of
populists in the EU; high-jacking the pre-election discourse before the European Parliament
Elections; misuse of Brexit; exaggerating social, economic and internal problems in the EU; pointing
to a supposed "lack of democracy" in the West; the idea of the EU as a destroyer of nations´ cultures;
exaggerating the “yellow vests” protests in France.
As many as 30.8 % of interviewed journalists and editors discussed the topic with their colleagues
“several times a week” compared to 53.8 %who discussed it “when the topic was active in the social
or political discourse” and the 7.7 %who discussed it “once a week”. The same amount—7.7 %—
discussed it “several times a month”.
Editors interviewed within the semi-structured interviews seemed to agree that the fake news and
“alternative” media outlets were on the rise, especially among young people and outside of the
capital, where more people tended to believe in hoaxes and fake news. At the same time the
“alternative media” were trying to smear the mainstream media to gain readers, listeners, and
followers. Furthermore, the “alternative media” worked as echo chambers, strengthening the feeling
of a certain worldview among its followers and creating bubbles of people who did not trust the
mainstream media.
When asked who should step in and tackle the problem of anti-EU propaganda interviewed
journalists and editors appeared to have a clear idea. Over 84 % believe that the Government of
Slovakia should be more active in this sphere. Another 84 % said that the EU itself should do more
to tackle Russian anti-EU propaganda. About 69 % of those interviewed thought that they,
themselves—media—should be more active and play a more decisive role in combating Russian
propaganda. Over 30 % believed that this was a job for the civil society; 15 % for universities and
just 7.7% said that other international organization and individual politicians should play more active
role. It is interesting to see that the interviewed journalists and editors did not see this task suited for
the private sector (0%), students (0%) or the diplomatic corps (0%).
The research also asked mainstream media outlets how are they tried to counter fake news,
propaganda and alternative facts on their own home turf—most of the interviewed respondents said
they tried to explain the process how they write and verify information and facts and thus how they
differed from “alternative media,” which did not verify anything. Interviewed editors also criticized
politicians as well as famous opinion-shapers (celebrities), stating that they—in their own pursuit to
reach to gain support/more fame—provide interviews or comments for the alternative media. This
way however, they legitimized them in the eyes of common people who are not aware of how the
“alternative media” operated. A number of current Slovak politicians decided to tap into this pool of
alternative media, especially those politicians, who thought that the mainstream media were (in their
view) treating them unfair.
The interviewees agreed that there is no panacea to the threat posed by disinformation, propaganda
and fake news. How to prevent fake news and how to strengthen facts? – More reporting from the
ground is needed, to be right there were the events were developing in order to ensure there is
limited space for the narrative to be manipulated, though some thought that any narrative could be
twisted. They said media outlets must do more explaining, “contexting”, and provide a broader
picture based on facts.
As part of the survey, the journalists and editors were asked how their media outlet stayed up-todate on trends in Russian anti-EU propaganda. The respondents could choose three options that
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applied to them. The absolute majority of those surveyed said they read about the topic on the
internet (92 %), 54 % of the respondents said they read about the topic and 38.5 % attended trainings
organized by the NGOs. One third (30.8 %) asked colleagues for more information and 23 %
attended trainings organized by international organizations. One of the respondents stated that s/he
attended the trainings organized by state institutions and one of interviewed worked with the topic
of disinformation and (Russian) propaganda professionally in a previous job, before becoming a
journalist/editor.
The semi-structured interviews also asked journalists/editors how media outlets could tackle the antiEuropean discourse. The interviewees agreed that there was a need to write more about the EU and
to explain more about how the EU functions. One of the strongest myths about the EU is that
everything is decided in Brussels, which leads to the famous “Brussels’ dictated” narrative. It is
necessary to explain to people that decisions are the results of compromises among member states;
and that national experts and law makers as well as the European Parliament members elected by
the member countries all are involved in the EU legislature process. And common people can
influence the entire legislative process by voting in elections for the European Parliament.
The interviewees agreed that more fact-checking is needed in order to debunk myths about the EU
and to counter the narratives of populist politicians who tend to blame every unpleasant solution on
Brussels.

Summary of the main findings
The research, consisting of surveys and semi-structured interviews, offered a unique view into the
Slovak media environment from the point of view of reporting about EU-related issues and the
challenges posed by disinformation and Russian propaganda. Slovakia is a member of the EU and
its media outlets report on EU-related issues on a regular basis—often daily or, if there is an important
event taking place concerning the EU, as much as several times a day.
The factors that determine thematic priorities of Slovak media outlets depend on the newsworthiness
and the speed, which are of crucial importance in their business.
Among the biggest challenge identified by all interviewees is the complexity of EU-related topics,
which require some effort by journalists to explain them in a simple and understandable way. Experts
and politicians often use bureaucratic and technical language, which further complicates journalists'
jobs as they have to simplify it. Too much complexity leads audience (common people) to lose
interest in EU-related topics.
Public trust in so-called mainstream media is not very high, which is a challenge that was also
mentioned in the interviews. The people—especially from communities outside big urban areas—
seem to prefer “alternative media” regardless of the quality of content published by those outlets.
Another challenge remains the general low-level of understanding about EU-related processes and
policies, by both journalists and (at times) officials. The lack of full-time Slovak journalists accredited
in Brussels within EU institutions was identified as another obstacle in reporting about EU-related
issue more effectively. Covering EU-related issues requires investment to build relations in Brussels
with experts and politicians as well as with partners from other media outlets working on the EU
topics.
Slovak journalists seem to be informed about Russian anti-EU propaganda and they actively learn
more about the issue out of their own interest and for their own education. When asked who should
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step in and tackle the problem of anti-EU propaganda, interviewed journalists and editors seem to
have a clear idea. It is also important that more than half of the research participants said there were
certain rules or guidelines on the non-use of Russian sources in their reporting.
Slovak journalist also gave recommendations on how their work on EU-related topics can be
improved, suggesting that: journalists should be well-prepared to understand various processes
related to the EU; Journalists should focus on young people as many of them do not know what life
was like in Slovakia before EU policies were adopted; and media outlets must provide a broad
picture to the public, explaining the context behind various events. Journalists need to write more
about the EU and explain more about how processes work there. At the same time, they have to
write more about the benefits of the EU membership and what it means for Slovakia; a potential way,
suggested by the research participants, is to recoup some events from past that occurred before
Slovakia joined the EU or implemented certain EU policies.
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Report Summary and Conclusions
This report explored the experience and approaches of key practitioners in media outlets in Georgia,
Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Poland on EU-related topics. To do so, the study collected data
through surveys and semi-structured interviews from 94 media professionals, representing a total of
92 media organizations in the mentioned countries. The largest amount of data was gathered from
Georgian (59 interviewed media representatives). The survey and subsequent interviews with a
selected number of the respondents provided a picture on the media outlets internal agendas for
selecting and creating news and the viewpoints of the journalists about the risks associated with
disinformation and propaganda.
This study revealed that notwithstanding the different contexts in which the Georgian journalists and
the journalists from the V4 countries work, they have somewhat similar approaches in their reporting
about the EU. The level of domestication of EU-related topics is high for the majority of the media.
This is not surprising as the media have to attract audiences and to do so, they have to sufficiently
localize the content so it is interesting and accessible for their readers.
The report also found that journalists very often make similar choices when selecting a topic for
reporting. Many said they report on EU-related topics only if they are considered current and
newsworthy. In addition, some editors believed that in-depth stories about the EU are not popular
with most audiences. One Georgian journalist even said such topics bore people and therefore they
rarely make the headlines.
The media in every country studied here has an issue related with the lack of trust. Desk research in
all four countries has also shown that to some extent. There are different reasons for this, stemming
from the challenges faced by the modern world (politico-ideological). For instance, political
polarization and animosity among the rival political parties was mentioned in Poland’s case, where
apparently government officials might refuse to give commentary to a critical journalist. General
public distrust towards the media emerged as one of the potential drawbacks for journalists in
Slovakia. As the Slovak report summarizes it, the people’s trust in mainstream media is not sufficiently
high, which journalists feel is a challenge for them. As a result, the public, especially those not living
in large urban areas, seem to prefer “alternative media,” which spread disinformation and fake news.
This indicates that in the post-truth era, journalists are struggling to engage and attract audiences,
not to mention the difficulties connected to delivering their messages appropriately.
In addition, financial constraints faced by the media outlets in all the countries create additional
‘nuisance’ for most of them. While the majority of Georgian media outlets cannot afford full-time EU
reporters, journalists in the V4 countries are concerned about the lack of full-time Brussels
correspondents. This is sometimes the result of a strategy adopted by media outlets. This is
unnerving for every journalist working on EU matters as, owing to the complexity of the EU topics,
they feel they need to have more exposure to the people and places where these events develop.
Respondents from Poland, Slovakia and the Czech Republic suggested a few conclusive solutions
for journalists on how to produce better quality content about the EU, addressing the topics that
would otherwise remain untapped and engaging with their users. This can be summarized as follows:
A) Producing more content about the EU and providing as much context as possible would make a
difference in the long run; B) Simplifying the information and making it more accessible to the reader
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to better engage them is another important strategy. A Polish journalist extended the argument
adding that the message about EU related topics should be connected to people’s daily lives so that
people can see the change the EU brings to them.
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